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INTRODUCTION 
"Speech is the means by which each individual is able -
to adjust socially to group life; by which he is able to 
express his own thoughts; reveal his feelings; by which he 
can communicate with others; by which eeoperation is secured 
and control of environment ie obtained. If we desire the 
child to be happy in a democratic way 0f life, in which 
cooperation and adjustment are fundamental, then it is ne-
cessary that educators eee that he has the necessary skills 
for success among which speech is para.mount." 1 
Since speech is so necessary for our mode of living 
in general, it would naturally follow that it be taught 
like other ba sic fundamentals in the public schools. 
P"L"'RPOSE 
This etudy will attempt to correlate speech with the 
regular academic course of study in a fourth grade d. th 
emphasis on the effective use of articulation and voice. 
JUSTI FICATION 
Since it is well recognized by leading authorities that 
education of today is concerned with the development of th~ 
child in every aspect, then it would eeem that speech would 
of necessity be included in this all-over program. 
The importance of a speech program in the elementary 
schools cannot be overestima ted. Many educa tors think that 
because everyone speaks, everyone speaks s a tisfactorily 
and that there is no need for giving direct and s pecific 
l 
Kramer, Magdalene, Guides to Speech Tra ining in the 
Elementary Schools, Beeton, Expression Company, 1943, p. 18 
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attention to speech in the curricultun. Yet, when no 
attention is given to it, we are depriving the child of a 
s kill basic to his adjustment in life and his future 
1 
educa tion. 
"Speech is not an incident which will develop without ll 
nurture a nd guidance; rather it is acquired, is learned, is 
easily condi t1oned. and mod1fied; hence importance. of its j! 
training for a democratic way of life; skill in speech and 
language parallels physical development of the childJ a 
speech program for elementary schools should be an integrated 
part of everyday life and work; practica.lly all activities 
in the classroom are speech activitie~; the need i e to fOCus 
attention on adequate speech training; outline of objectiyes 
to be attained from ~peech programs by every child in the 
el ementa.ry gra.dee." v . 
"Speech should be integrated so thoroughly into the 
daily progra.m that it becomes a definite part of each learn- 1 
ing activity. Children should learn to expect it as the usual 
rather than the unusual. It should ' not call attention to I 
itself as speech for the sake of speech, but speech as a 
meg.ns of il!lproving one's ability to communicate with other I 
persons." '-' 
From the discussion here presented, it can be seen that 
a.ny adequate speech curriculum for the elem.entary schoole 
should: 
1. Be founded on the principle tha,t speech is an 
ei'ficient tool for communication a,nd social adjust-
ment. 
1 
Kramer, Magdalene, op. cit., p. 18 
2 
Kr amer, M8.gdalene, Ibid, p. 15 
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2. Take into account the importance of an e~cellent 
speech model and the influence of the speech of the 
parents, teachers, and companions on the child's 
speech. 
3. Be ba.sed on the understanding that good speech 
is a skill basic to those other i mportant .skills 
developed in the elementary grades. 
4. Be so organized that pro vision is made t·or the 
preventive, corrective and developmental aspects 
of the speech program. 
Only with such a curriculum can it be expected that 
children in the future will :function with optimum effi ei ency 
in a demo~.:ratic . socie:ty. This curriculum will serve to 
introduce speech to these children thus providing them with 
skills necessary to them as they journey on through school 
1 
and ultimately through life. 
Although a complete course of study has been done by 
2 
Nestor integrating speech with the curriculum, t his was 
done on a primary level; the intermedia te grades were 
omitted. 
1 
Kramer, JJJiagdalene, op. cit., p. 24 
2 
Nestor, Elizabeth, A Course of Study for the Impr-ovement 
of Voice and Articulation in the Public Schools of Medford, 
Yass • , unpublished lfuster~s Thesis, Boston University, 1951 
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REVIEW OF RESEARCH 
II. 
Although it is generally believed by leBding educa tors 
that speech educati<m should :play &n important role in the 
total elementary school program, it is interesting to note 
that not much has been done to incorporate an active speech 
program on the intermediate level. 
1 A etudy by Neetor was coneulted wherein the author 
compiled a couree of study for improving voice and artie-
ulation of children on the primary level. Thie "U~:as accom-
plished by a program of close integration of the speech 
education .program which wa s being added to the curriculumj 
with those subjects already in the core curriculum. 
Six hundred elementary teachers in Alhambra, Fresno 
and Burbank California were ask ed to evaluate the impf:' rte"nce 
of epeech training with rela tionship to the total curriculum. 
They,. were to consider such questi ons as: 
1. Which of these skills do you consider most 
important to the chi ld's over-all progress 
through the elementary school? 
·' 
a .• Ability to read silently, penmanship, writ ten 
composition, a.bi li ty to spell, ability to 
communicate orally or the ability to figure. 
2 . Which of t h e above is considered to be most 
1 
Nestor, Elizabeth, op. cit. 
- -::-:----_ - -
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I t-- important to a child through life after 
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I 
he leaves school? 
3. If a child is deficient in all of the above 
which would you consider to be the one to 
be improved first? 
Analysis ef the report proved t hat of the approximately 
483 teachers who responded, rea ding was a,djudged the most 
important s kill by 58% and the second most important by an 
additional 3o%. Oral cormnunication wa,s voted the most 
important by a.n addi t1 onal 38% and the second most important 
by an additione,l 45%. A much lower degree of illl];lortance 
wa s a ssigned to t h e other four skills. 
In reference to #2 on the previous page, oral commun1.ca
1 
tion was judged most important by 75% of t hose elementary 
school teach ers and was l i sted as either firet _or second by 
Of the total number all but 3% included ora.l communica• 
I 
I 
tion as one of t he three most important skills. 
In considering #3 above, readi ng wa s bel1eved to be the 
most important skill to be improved by the majority of the 
upper grade teachers. 
These s ame teachers were finally a sk ed to estima te 
the proportionate amount of class time devoted each day to 
the six skills. It wa e found tha t the l argest amount of cla~ s 
time was devoted to reading by 62% of t h e teachere. Oral l 
1 I i Phelps, Waldo W., "Elementary School Tea chers Evaluate the 1
1 Importance of Speech", Journal of the Western Speech Aseoc-
1 ia.tion 18: January, 1954, pp. 15-21 1 
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communication '"as ranked first by 30% and either firs·t or 
second by 6?%· 
Less class time was devoted to the other four skills 
I 
I 
I· by the majority of teachers. More time was s pent on reading, I 
rr I 
I 
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penmanship, composition and figuring in the upper elementary 
grades, or intermediate, and lese proporti0nate time on 
oral ~ommunication. 
Thus it has been shown, although speech is a recognized, 
! 
I 
I 
necessary skill, all too few communities have actually done I 
! 
anything about attempting to correct it via t h e public schools ! 
To show this necessity still further, a recent program 
was developed in 19 counties of Tennessee where the public 
health program was centered~. around the elementary schools 
for a period of time to lecate children who were in anyway 
handicapped by defects of speech and/or hearing. 
The results of the survey were: of the 13,010 children 
tested, 1,163 children or 8.9% were found to have defects 
in speech of one kind or another with 192 or 1.5% of these 
poseessin,g wha t were considered as major defects. Likewise 
in considering the he aring aspect; 1,790 children or 13.8% 
wer e found to have defects in auditory ability with 430 of 
these children or 3.3% possessing what were considered .as I 
1 ~a.j or hearing impairments. I 
Foot~, Robert M., "Public Health Aspects of a Speech and I 
Hear~ng Program"' .Journal of the American Jfl'ediea.l 1\ ssoci a t1on 1 
150: December 6, 1952 , pp. 1390-1392 11 
'I 
In addltion to t h e sources already mentioned, the 
following courses of study were also consulted to determine 
the extent to which speech, as such, v..ras incorporated into 
the t.ota.l curriculum. Those studies consul ted included: 
Sa.n Diege, California-1942 & 1943 ; Hov~ton, Texas-1943 & 
1944; l.fussachuset ts ; Allentown, Pennsyl vani a -1949; Cinn-
cinati, Ohio-1941; Nebra ska -19 43 ; Washington-1943 and 
Augusta, MB~ine. I 
I 
By ·-careful perusal of this li t.erature i t was found that ! 
although speech educat j.on was recognized as important as a . 
part ef the total curriculum, no s-pecial program of in-
tegration with the curriculum was suggested. 
One study made by Nelson in Seattle, Washington, used 
subjects from the p opulation of 1,659 pupils in grades 3, 
5 and ? in seven elementary schools in the area. The study 
was conducted to determine the effect of certa in f actors 
on the nature of chi ldren with functional defects of artic-
'ulation a nd done as a f ollow up study by one made by Beckey1 
and another by Carrell. 2 Those factors concer.ned were the 
child's personal adjustment and social behavior, sch ool 
1 
Beckey, Ruth E . m "A Study of Certain Factors Relat ed to 
Retardation in Speech", Journal of Speech Disorders, 7: 223-
249, September, 1942 
2 
Carrell, James, "A Comparative Study of Speech Defective 
Children", Archives of Speech, 1:179-203, June 1936 1 
I, 
i 
l 
I 
progreee, echool attendance, health, intelligence and 
leisure time intereste and abilities. The inferences de-
riTed from this etudy were shown as a need for: 
1. Remedial attention to articulation speech disorders 
as early as possible. 
2. Continuing study of the personality structure of the 
child. 
3. Individual ass1etance in school subjects to realize 
their actual potential. 
4. Varied and stimulating experiences .both in school 
1 
and out. 
Therefore it is shown still further why an integrated 
speech program must be placed in the public schools, not 
only in the primary grades but, if it is to be at all effect-
ive, it must follow the child through the intermediate and 
up into the juniQr high school level. 
'2 A creative program by Tikosen 'was also consulted where-
in speech was not added to the curriculum as an extra sub-
ject, but was integrated with the regular classroom proced-
1 
Nelson, Oliver w., "An InTestigation of Certain Factors 
Relating to the Nature of Children with Functional Defects 
of Articula-tion", Journal of Educational .Research, pp. 2ll~ 
215, NoTember, 1953 
2 
Tikosen, Grace, "An Analysis of the Effectiveness of a 
Voice Improvement Program on a Third Grade Level", Unpublish-
ed Master's Thesis, Boston UniTersity, 1952 
====~~·---
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ures on a t hird gretde level. 
"The complexity of the task of implanting adequate 
speech skills in an unselected group of children in the 
classroom necessitates a variety of - types of training which 
must be a part of the classroom teacher's equipment. This 
need fGr special techniques in speech pedagogy is in line 
with the davelopment of modern educational theory. 
The crowded elementary echool curriculum makes waste 
of time and effort disastrous. Efficient organization re-
quires that the ·most efficient means be applied to each 
educational problem. Speech training means the involve-
ment of problems of re-education where the speech pattern 
les.rned in the home is not of acceptable quality. Speech 
training involves not only the acquisition of information, 
but more especially the establishment of educational and 
effective habits. The speech program should include de-
velopment of taste in voice and. speech and should provide 
the tools of self-criticism and self-improvement. 
Any program which does not provide for spedial train-
ing and integrated practice is not complete. Any pro~ 
cedure· which uses antiquated or ineffectual means wastes 
time inexcusably. In sport and in business, efficiency t' 
experte have demonstrated the value of analysis, correct-
technique and supervised practice In achieving skill 'IJI.ri th-
out waste. The pedagogical expert offers the same increase 
in efficiency in the field of education. Any progressive 
teacher will make use of the findings of thesf experts to 
lighten her task and to increase her power." 
1 
Raubicheck, Letitia, How to Teach Good Speech in the 
Elementary Schools, New York, Noble and Noble, 193?, 
PP• 11?-118 
III. COURSE OF STUDY 
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III. COURSE OF STUDY 
Guiding ~rinciples for the Speech Program 
r. A:tl adequate speech program sh ould be character ized by 
t h e following attributes: 
A. A period of direct instruction in speech as such. 
B. lfuzimum application of the skills sought duri ng this 
period of direct instruction in a wide variety of 
speech activities both i n and out of the classroom. 
II. Each chi l d should ·be e:;i ven the opportuni t y t_o: 
1 
A. Analyse his own syeech with the aid of a reeorder, 
radio, class criticism or through the teacher's 
example and guidance. 
]3. Rea,lize what speech acti viti es sur.round hi m in schoo , 
home, community and the world. 
c. Develop an understandin~ of how fo improve speech 
attitudes, articulation, bodily move~ent and tone 
quality. 
D. Practice for improvement through experience in class 
projects, activities, parties, clubs, discussions, 
giving talks, conversat i ons, creative dramatics, 
oral reading, group speaking and using the radio 
and the telephone. 
"Basic Considerations in a Funct~onal Speech Progrem"-
Speech Bulletin Number 4, _issued by John Callahan, Sta te 
Superint~ndant, Madison, Wisconsin, October 1948, P• 3 
II 
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E. Participate in assemblies, pa.rti es, :Plays, 
game8, go en trips and errands of various 
1 
kinds. 
III. ~ Speech ·can be integrated so c:losely with the teaching 
of other subjects that very little additional time is nee-
essary. ['he maximuJTI time required for speech skills is ten 
minutes per day. Most of the materials used for the develop-
ment of speech skills exist in the subject matter and 
activities of reading, literature, language arts, mueic, 
social studies, health and physical education. 2 
General Aims For the Elementary Sehoal 3 
1. The ability to speak with poise and self confidence. 
2. The ability to use voice and articulation s o that speech 
will be heard easily, understood easily and acceptable 
in the community in Which it is used. 
3. The ability to organize ideas in informal speaking si~­
uations. 
4. The ability to participate effectively in group discuss-
ions. 
5. The ability to read prose and poetry aleud in a manner 
that communicates the author's thought and mood. 
1 
Rasmussen, Carrie, Speech Methods in the Elementary School. 
New York, Ronald Press, 1949 , p. 14 
2 
Pronovost, Wilbert, "A Co-ordinated Program for Teaching 
Effe~,;tive Speaking", Elementary School Journal, _September, 
1950, P• 31 
3 
Ibid. p. 31 
=---·-=. 
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III. SUGGESTED LESSON PLANS AND MATERIALS 
TO J3E USED FOR I NCORPORATING SPEECH 
ACTIVITY IN THE TOTAL CURRICULAR 
PATTERN. 
Guiding Principles For Improving Articulation. 
I. Articulation ref e r s to t h e product~on of the 
individual vowel and consonant sounds. Acceptable 
articulation exists when there are no omissions, 
distortions or substitutions of sound~. 
II • . The sequence of teaching consonant sounds is most 
effecti~ely approached when introduced according 
to the auditory analysis of the same. 
III. Take up only one speech sound at a time to avoid 
confusion. With easier sounds one or two speech 
periods will be sufficient; with more difficult 
sounds more periods will be necessary. 
IV. Introduce the actual speech product~on of a nEv.r 
sound by sound discrimina tion activity. The 
children should hear t h e correct auditory pattern 
from the teacher before attempting to say it. 
v. It is usually easier for children to articulate 
soundsin the initial position: in words, so 
start with this. Then go on to words where the 
sound occurs somewhere in the middle or at t h e end. 
1_2 
VI. work first with words where consonants occur 
singularly, . not in blends. Whe:n the sound i 5 
mastered, go on to blends of the sound with 
other consonants. 
VII. Provide practice for the use of the sound in 
conversational speech. 
VIII. ·when working on one sound, do not correct those 
1 
others needing attention unless they have al-
l 
ready been studied. 
National Association ·or Teachers · of Speech, Guides To 
Speech Trainins In . t.he Elementary School, Boston, 
Expreesion Company, 1943, :p. 129 
=!!====-
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Explanation of Consonant Chart 
On the following page is a cha,rt describing the 
consonant sounds. These .__~ounds may be subdivided in 
several ways such a s: plosives, fricatives, nasals and 
- ,~----= 
eemi-vowels. In addition each of these may be either voiced 
or unvoiced. Therefore, a brief explana:t:ton would seem 
feasible at this point. 
A consona.nt may be voiced if the vocal cords vibra te; 
it may be unvoiced if the vocal cords do not vibrate. An 
example of this wou l d be the unvoiced consonant e and the 
voiced consonant ~· 
A plosi ve is any consonant ~rherein an explosion of air 
is heard when the consonant is produced. Examples of this 
would be ! and g. 
A frica.ti v e is an:y consonant sound in which a frictional,, 
passage of air is heard ae the sound is being produced. 
Exa.mples of this type weuld be th and sh. 
A nasal is any consonant sound to which is attributed 
a large degree of nasality. Here there is a, . decided vibra-
.. .. .. 
tion in t h e nose while the sound is - bein~ prbduced. y,g 
and ng are all nasal sounds. 
A semi F~vowel is any consonant _which- pos13 esees a vowel 
lik e quality when heard. Examples of this ' wou1d be~ and j_. 
I 
--I 
I' 
I 
'I 
II 
II 
I! 
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CONSONANT ·CHART 
Auditory Analysis 
I. Plosives Unvoiced 
(an explosion 
is heard) l!an 
iop 
kick 
III. Semi-vowels Voiced 
(a vowel-like-
quality is ;!ill 
heard) 
r,un 
Voiced II". Nasals Voiced 
:2oy 
(nasal quality 
is heard) man 
£og EaP 
girl si~ 
IV. F'ricatives Unvoiced (a: frtc·tional home 
passage of · 
Voiced 
air is heard) 
face 
;!hink them 
where 
she plea~re 
ch~p John 
§.OOn ZOO 
,, 
I 
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Following is a chart des cribing t h e vowel and 
diphthong sounds. These eounds are a l l voiced, tha t is, 
maae with the vocal cords vibra ting and are classified 
according to the position of the articulators. The 
articulators include the tongue, t eeth, jaw and lips. 
All vowel sounds are made with the tip of the 
tongue behind the lower front teeth while the body of the 
tongue ie raised in a different position for each eound. 
VOWEL AND DIPHTHONG CHART 
VO\v.ELS Lips Retracted 
DIPHTHOUGS s_§;me 
Lipe Relaxed 
Jaw Lowered 
ba:th 
above 
sgn 
word 
s!!!r 
Lips Rounded 
word(as heard 
- in East and 
South) 
s_£rry(as heard 
in East and 
South) 
S!!it 
sail 
s~p 
eoil 
16 
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PROCEDtJRE FOR TEACHING PI,OSIVE SOUNDS 
I. J3egin with 12• Develop an awo.reness of the explosive 
n~tur e of the sound. Practice making the explosion 
with the lips. 
II. Next teach b bv developing a 11di torv discrimination 
i:ietween --]: ~-and . -:2u' 12 is unvoiced a nd b is voi ced . -
Children can fe el the diff er ence bet~een the voiced 
and unvoi ced sounds by pl a cing a finger on the 
"Adams Apple". · 
III.Introduce t and d through audi tory discri mina ti on 
with t h e 12-and }27 Develo1? t h e a'bili t.y to ma.k e the 
explosion with the tongue pr ess ed against the gums. 
IV. Teach :!£ a nd gin contrast to t. and d. 
·v . · Common errors 
1 
A. Slurri ng-plosive natur e not h eard 
B. Su'bstituti ng unvoiced sound for voic ed especi a lly 
at the end of words. 
c. Excessive explosion especially on t a nd d . 
D. Substitution of 1 and Q for~ and g~ 
Pronovost, Wilbert, "Skills Instruction in Speech Wor"'k"' 
Tenth Conference on Elementary Education, :Bosto·n·· --- - ~ 
University, July 1949, p. 43 
I 
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STJGGE S 'J'ED ARTICPL/\.TI ON LESS ON FLAN F OR TTNVOICED PI"OSIVE :Q 
GENERAL OBJECTIVES 
a. To teach the class the correct way of making and 
pronouncing an unvoiced ploei ve sound. 
b. To develop within the children an awareness of the 
explosive na ture of the E sound. 
SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES 
a. To develop t he children's ability to uee this s ound 
in all t hree po eitions in connected speech. 
b. Develop the a.bi li t y to mak e the E s ound without. too 
much of an explosion. 
c. Develop t h e ability to make the E sound without tc:>o 
little of an explosion. 
o.. To develop the children's awareness of the differences 
in a E and a b sound. 
e. To develop the children's a,,vareness of the forma tion 
of the E sound. 
f. To give th P children pra ctice in repeating the E sound. 
g. To develop the children's ability to use the sound 
correctly even when contained in blends • . 
h. To develn:p the children's ability to uee the sound 
correctly in words, phrases And sentences. 
MATEr iALS TO :BE USED . 
1. St.ory:"How the Woodpecker saved Hiawatha", Cnild 
Library Readers Book Three, Elson, W.H., 
and Kelly, E.R., Scott., Feresm8.n and Company, 
Chicago, ·pp. 30-34 
-~----=-=-- -- -~ 
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18 
2. Poem: "Hiawa.tha'e Fishing", Proee and Pe>etry 
New York, L.w. Singer Do., 1930. p. 269 
3. Song: "Hiawatha, the Hunter ", The Mueic Hour, 
Silver Burdett, New York, p. 125 
PROCEDl'RES 
I. Suggested Approach for the teacher: 
A. Since no lesson in voice s h ould start without 
adequate provision for voca l ease, this chance 
coul d be provided in this ma nner. After having 
a painting lesson in desi gn wherein t he children 
drew Indian vases, a natura l interest i:n Indians 
should ari s e. Here could be mentioned a.:. little 
Indian boy in part~cular, Hiawatha. Then the 
teacher could r ead the poem, "Hiawa,tha' e Fishing"·· 
After t h e poem is read, the children would all 
be told to: 
1. "Rise a nd pretend tha t you are Hiawatha Gut 
fishing. 
2. All pra ctice casting wi t h an··' i rnaginary rod 
·a,nd reel. 
3. After several tries t h e fly l ands jusJt about 
where i t w~ts intended. 
4. Now all get i:n a. c omfortable position to waJ. t 
unt1l a nibble i s forthcoming . 
5. You begin talking a s i f to yo11 rself and in 
doi ng s o the sound made by your o'Jirn v oice 
19 
l 
I 
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1: 
lulls you off to sleep. 
II. Auditory Discrimination 
A. Before reading the story, tak e out certain 
words tha t contain the ~ sound and put 
them on the board. 
B. Ask the children to read all of these words 
and ask what the:r notice about them. 
C. Then the teacher reads the children the 
story and instructs t h e children to listen 
for the .E sound. 
D. Then e.sk t h e 
1
Children what we do with our 
lips when we make the .E eound. 
E. The teacher reads several word combinations 
as: pause, pine, plan and bird. Teacher 
ask s which word doee not belong in t h e liet 
and why. 
F. Here the tea.cher explains the difference 
between a £ sound and a .E sound. Actual ly 
let the children feel th e difference on 
l 
I 
their lipe. At t h j_s point have them give 
several word3 Which. contain both initial E 
and initial b and have the rest of t h e class j 
li3ten to discriminate t h e right one used in \ 
I 
ea ch case. 
"0 . , . . ~' \,., 
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III. Articulation 
A. Teacher may suggest; 
"Let's all say t h e E. ~ound alone several 
time~. 
B. Perhaps a t this point, one or two children 
will explode t b e sound too vigorously or if 
this does not he.pp en the teacher might do it 
/ 
purposely to call the children's attention 
to this ~ incorrect way of articulating the 
sound. Little wigwams constructed of tooth 
picks would serve nicely to illustrate the 
correct amount of explosion necessary to 
produce t his sound correctly. The children 
/ 
who say the E. ~ound .too vigorously ·vdll 
blow the wigwam down, 1while t J;lose who say it 
jul!lt right will leave i t sta.nding straight 
and tall as it was mee.nt to be. 
C. Explain to the children that although the 
air must be exploded t hrough t h e lips 
whenever we make the E. sound, we must be 
car eful not to make too big a..n · explosion 
or too small a one or the sound itself will 
not even be hear~ • 
I 
~I 
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1. This idea can be furth er _varied by stilll 
I 
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employing the toothpick wigwams. 
I 
Illustra te jl 
I; 
that although too big an explosion would bloWi 
jl 
the teep ee down, too small a one would 
i 
mean that the Indians dl.dn't know h ow to I 
I 
I 
build strong houses that could wi thst. and I 
the smallest bit of wind. I I 
D. Group Participation: Now, to see if the poinJ 
was put across to t h e children, have them 
imita te the woodpecker in the story and act 
as he mi ght have acted after Hiawatha re-
we.rded him. 
1. He probably flew from tree to tr~e, 
pecking just as fast as he could to 1 
I 
express his panicky jubilation. So each 
child "'J\rill ea.y; peck, peck, peck etc. 
ae fast as he can and if said fast 
enough it will sound as though he is 
just s aying the ~ sound alone which 
the child is probably doing uncon-
eciously. 
Put more words, t ak en from the story, on th 
board. In these words the E is found in 
medial and final positions. 
I 
Example: people, jumping, sharpest, leap et • 
1. Have the children say these words to 
I 
II C) II') 1\ ·•.-•I.. .J) 
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see if the ~ formati~n is correct in these po- I' I 
eitions a~ it was in the initial position. 
1 
Now instruct the chi ldren t o ta.ke these words and I, 
make some phrases such a s: purple serpents paused , 
punish p ointing people etc. 
II 
II 
i 
This is done to see if they are able to form this j 
letter correctly. Under conditions or reiterating I I 
theE sound in varying posit1ons. 
Have the ch1ldren give some words conta ining the ~ 
sound in any position. 
I 
jl 
II 
I 
This is done for f urther 13-U~ii tory di s criminati on J 
End the lesson with a conversa tion that Hiawatha 
mi ght h ave engaged in with old Nokomis having the 
children compose it t hemselves including as many::£ 
eounde a s pos s ible. 
IV. Correlation with other subj ects. 
A. Science-The study of the woodpecker. 
B. Social Stud1es-The study of Indi ans in general. 
c. Music-The song already mentioned and a lso many 
more could be found at this grade level. 
D. Art-Indian designs. Illustrate the story using as 
many of t he E sou_nds as :possible in drawings. 
E. Poetry-Any other p oem on Hiawatha has many ~ sounds. 
F. Language-Write books reports and deliver orally . 
G. Spelling- Words a.sf punish, pole, suppose etc. 'I 
II 
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MATERIALS FOR FUTURE IJTIS S 01TS 
I. Storie!!! From Reading Booke 
A. Fara,way Porte - 3l 
Chicago, The John c. Winston Company, 1940 
1. "Wild Animal and Bird Homee", p. 98 
2. nThe Man Who Tried to Live Alone", P• 106 
B. Let'~ Look Around - 32 
New York, Ma.clfillan Company, 1940 
1. "Getting Aqquainted", p. 92 
2. "Going Too Far", p. 180 
3. "The Three Golden Apples", p. 223 
c. Times and Places ~ Basic Reader 4 
Chi cage, Scott, _For:esman and Company, 1942 
1. "Return of the Puddle Duck", p. 8 
2. "Betsy Finde a Way", p. 33 
3. "The Princess Who Couldn't Cry", p. 188 
4. "Mario's Pet", p. 244 
5. "Rumplestil tekin", p. 390 
D. Child Story Readers -42 
Chi cago, Lyons and Carnahan Company, 1942 
1. "The Pirates of Belle River", p. 21 
2. "Grandfa ther's Prize Pig", p. 28 
3. "The Legend of the Cheyennes", p. 44 
4. "An Angler's Wish", p. 112 
5. "Are You Starved For Sunlight?", p. 279 
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E . ~ro se a n d Poe try - 51 
New Yo r k , L . I:V . Sing er Company , 1 930 
1. "The Pied Piper of Hamelin", P• 24 
2 . "AT:J 0'l l0 :=md t h e L 2u r el", p . 4 0 
3 . "Th e Shut- up P osy ", p . 7 5 
II. Po etry 
A. Pro se and P oe t r y 
I 
I 
I 
II 
il 
,, 
li III. Music 
I' 
II 
II 
l 
I 
I 
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II 
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New Yor k , L.W. Singer Company , 1 93 0 
1: 
1. "Hi awat ha ' s F i shing ", Henry Vv . Longf e llow, p2~: 
2 . "Evening a t the Fecr m", J ohn Trowbri d e, p . 44 5 
3 . "Little Bell " , Th omas Wes t wo od ; p . 448 
4. " The S c a r e c row" > Cel i P Th~.xt Pr, p . 486 
5 . " The Sparro·ws", Celi a Th8.xter , p . 490 
Ch ic::1.go, Rand, lkNally Company, 1 9 ~f 
1. "A Stra n ge Wild Song " , Levris Ce.rroll, p . 4 
2 . "Su~')pN:; e 11 , JJ1:1o eoe Cn.ry , p . 44 
3 . 11 1-~lhat Spoil ed the P ot P i e? ", Wa l t Ha.rris, p .76 
Song s of Many La n d s 
Boston, Ginn a n d Company , 194 ~ 
1. "Our Trip", p. 26 
2e "Th ree P onies"'· p . 7 3 
I· 
I' 
I 
I 
I 
'I I 
· YATERI..A_LS J!'OR TEACEI1TG tJ1NOICED Fl,OSIVE t I! ~ I. Stories From Rea ding Books 
'! 
Chicago, 'rh e John C. Winston Conpany, 1940 
1. "Timothy and his Mother" , P • 1 
2 . "A Story of Long Ago", P• 114 
3. 11 Tion' s F irst Tr a.i ler P.ide", p. 152 
B . Let's Look Around - 32 
lifew Yorl~ , Mac1ililla n Cor'lpany, 1942 
1. "The Very Untidy Country 11 , p. 182 
2 . "Traveling , Long Ago s.nd Uo·w", P• 31 '7 
3. "The Timid Truck", p. 32? 
c. Times a nd Places - BCI.sic Rea.der 4 
Chi cago, Scott, Foresman and. Com:p;:my, 1942 
1. "Steam Sh ovels a re Handy", p. 1 29 
2 . "A South Ameri c a n Visit ", p. ~53 
3. "Bushy Tail's Escap e", p. 274 
D. Child Story Readers - 42 
Chicago, Lyons and. Carnahan Company, 1 942 
1. "Tent Homes", p . 119 
2. 11 Te:p ees 11 , p. 123 
3. "Different ~Nays to Travel", n . 150 
4. "BRboons", p. 2.09 
5 . "Knovv y ou r lV:ushrooms 11 , p. 254 
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E . Prose and P oetry - 51 
Ne•N York, L . W. Singer ComJlany , 1930 
1. " The Peddlers Carav a n", :P • 1 2 
2 . 11 Wi lli2cm Tell 11 , p . 28 
3. "Tom Vif110 lfu.de the Princes s L augh", P • 6? 
A. Let's Look Arou nd 
Ue\~r Yor k , J'La.cMillan Company, 1942 
1. "Ce.t 11 , Dorothy Baruch , p . 2? 
2 . " Trai ns", .James s . Tipp e tt , p . 325 
B. The Po etrv Book 
Easton, Ginn and Cornpe.ny , 1943 
1. "A Trs,gic Story 11 , 1JVilli ~un J\:I . Thacl:eray , :p .3? 
2.. "Four Th ings ", Henry Va n Dyke", p . 4 2 
3 • " 'l'he Caterpi 11a r 11 , Robert Gra.ves, p . 1 03 
III. Mus ic 
Song s of J\!Iany L-a,nds 
:Boston, Ginn a.nd COEIPanv, 1943 
. --- 'f 
1. "Th e ]Karines' Hymn 11 , p . 1 
2 . "0, Columb i a the Gern of the Oc ean", p . 2 
3 . "Stories of Tr avel" , p . 18 
4 . "Our Trip", p . 26 
5 . " lii:y Trip", p . 104 
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MATERIALS TO BE USED IN TEACHI NG THE DNVOI CED PLOSIVE k 
I. Stories From Reading Books 
A. Faraway Ports - 3l 
Chicago, The John C. Winston Company, 1940 
1. "Oscar t h e Trained Seal", p. 36 
2. "Mi ck ey's House 11 , P• 62 
3. "Peter's Ark", p. 186 
B. Let's Look Arom1d - 32 
New York , Mac :Millan Company, 1942 
1. "Lotor, the Washer", p. 29 
2. "Adventures of t.he Woodlc:nms", p. 74 
3. "Stowa . ways", p. 119 
4. "An Ink Story", p. 136 
5. "Marcos in the City", p. 294 
6. "Th e Timid Trucl: 11 , p. 327 
C. Times and Places - Basi c Reader 4 
Chicago, Scott, Foresman Company, 1942 
1. "A Boy and His Book ", p. 94 
2. "The Huckabucks", p, 182 
3. "Christmas in Alaska" , p. 253 
4. "A Camp in the Canyon", P• 264 
5. "The Partridge Family", P• 282 
6 •. "Chanticleer and t he Fox", P• 372 
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D. Child Story Reade!s - 4 
Chicago , Lyons and Carnahan Company , 1942 
1. "Dinah, the Shy C8,lf" , P • 13 
2. "The Buffalo Dances" , P• 35 
3 . "The Buffalo Hunt", P• 40 
4 . "1Jrr . Monk and Ki ng Turnbo", P• 58 
5 . "Cliff Dwellings", P• 129 
6. "Log Cabins", p. 132 
II. Poetry 
. Prose and Poetry 
New York, L. vv-. Singer Company, 1930 
1 . "Over in the Meadow" , Olive A. ·wadsworth, P• 408
1
1 
2 . "The Leak in the Dike", Phoebe Cary, P • 425 
3 . "Rober t of Lincoln", Alfred Tennyson, :p . 443 
4 . "Evening at the Farm", J . Trowbri dge , P• 445 
III . Music 
Songs of ]![any Lands 
Boston , Ginn and Company, 1943 
1. "Old Bl a ck Joe", p . 14 
2 . " Castle by +he Sea", p . 53 
3. "1ti::uket DEW", p. 74 
4. "The Herdboy", p . 101 
5 . "Skating", p . 1 2n 
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l'Z'· TERIALS FOR TEACEI 1TG VOICED PI,OSIVE g 
I [. Stories From Reading Books 
!I 
I 
I 
il I, 
1 A. Far away Forts - ~-
Ch icago , The .John C. Wi n ston CorrpEmy, 1940 
1. " Gra ndfather De er", p . 10 
2 . "Peter's Ar k s", :P • 186 
3 . II /I Gr As s House in Afric a " , :P • 76 
4 . "Fun a t Grandfa ther 's", P • 14" 
::s . Let ' s Look Arm)nd - 32 
:tT evr York, 1\ia civii ll8n Company, 19! 2. 
1. "Gre:::,t Granofatl1.er' s S chool Days 11 , :p . 61 
2 . "The Three Gold.en Apple s.", p . 2 2 3 
3 . "A Iviolasses Cak e S tory", :p . ?.79 
4. "The Golden Goose" , p. :?4 2 
C. Times and Places - Basis Re a der 4 
Ch icag o, Scott , Foresmen, Company , 1 94:2 
1. "Going West", P • 52 
"Wool Ga t h ering ", l) • 00 .... ,, 
3 . ""cventurp in Gua.terca.la.", p . 228 
4. 11 Smoozie the Reindeer ", :p . 304 
5. ".Johnny 's Alliga,tor", · p . 380 
'D ?. D. Ch ild Stor.y r, ea d e rs - 4 
Cr'.icGgo, Lyons Fmc~ Ca rnr-.h r- n Company, 1 942 
1. " The Traveling Cloak "~ p . 74 
2 . "Huts - I gl oos ", p . 1 25 
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3. "Indi a n Cano es", p . 161 
4. 11 Grizzly 13 e a.rs 11 , P • 224 
5. "'l'h e Good Angel of L a brador" , P • 3 91 
E . Prose ;:md Poe:t:~:;x - 51 
}J ew York , L . W. Singer Company, 1930 
1. "The Gol den Touch 11 , p . 1 
· '2 . "Jason and the Golden Fleece", p. 198 
3 . "The Road to Ch inG." , p . 461 
Poetry 
Th e Po etry Book 
Cl1.i c ago, Rand, McNally a n d Company, 19~6 
1. "Circus Day Pa rade"; J ame s w. Riley, p . 14 
2 . 11 A Man of Words ", Ol d F olk Rhyme, p . 25 
3 . "Th ere wa.s a Little Girl" , Unknown , p . 30 
I 4 • "The Orga n Grinder" , JGhn }l.:A.rtin, P• 43 
,. I I I • Jlliu B i c 
Song s of Many_L .ands 
Boston, Ginn a nCl Company , 1943 
1. "The Rio Grc:mde", p . 7 
2 . "Night Herding Son g ", p . 9 
3 . "An Old Garden", P • 32 
4 . "The Gypsy", p . 41 
5 . "Little Gob'belin"' p. 45 
6. "Venetian \Vaters", p . 54 
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}~ATERIALS FOR T.EACF I FG VOICED PI JCS IVJG d 
Storie s From Re adi n g Book s 
A . Let ' s Look Aro un d - 3? 
New York , lik~d1illcm Comp~:my , 1 942 
1. " Ol d Time Schools"~ p . 5? 
2 . "Three Meal s Shorten the D ;:- y", p . 52 
. 3 . "Dr. Doolittle 8.n d the l') irates 11 , p . 1 97 
4 . "Th e Ti mid Truck 11 , P • 3'?7 
B . Time s a n d P l a c es - Ba sic Re Rder 4 
Ch i c a.g o ~ S c ott~ F oresma n Fl.nd Compa ny, 1942 
1. "Return of the Pua d le Duck ", p . 8 
?. '1Susann8. J a ne's Secre t", p . 85 
3 . " Steam Comes Upriver", u . 106 
4 . "The Red- Bri nnned HB. t 11 , p . ? l '7 
5 . 11 DHvi d, The Shepherd I' ~"'v" , p ., ? 44 
. ? 
C. Child S t or y _Jt§p.d er:s - 4 
Ch ica.g o, L;rohs a nd Carnahan Comp any, 194? 
1. "The Tr aveling C1oalc 11 , p . 7 4 
2 . 11 ]lfc'1n ' s Best Fr j. end in the Nor t h 11 , 'r' . 1 78 
3 . 11 A Li -f e of Danger 11 , p . 406 
1 D . Pr o s e Pnd Poe try - 5 
1. " Prince Ba r vleda a nd tb.e Ha g ic Prison", p . 4 9 
2 . "Kni gh ts of the Silver Sh ield", p . 28 '7 
3 . "Ba l der the P.eauti fu l 11 , p . 353 
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Th e F o-e try 13o ok 
Ch icago, Ra n d , l'~cHal 1y e.n o Compo.ny , 19 2 6 
1. " l.ll:y Do g ", John Kendriclc :En.ngs , :p . 1 0 
2 . "The S tTa n ge 11an", Auth or Unknovm., :P • 24 
3 . 11 :Becmtifu l IEe a l s " , T ~ S turge F oor e , P • 56 
4 . " 0 Cs,p t,fl.in, Hy Ca,p t e.in-11 , Wa lt Y!hitman , p . 7 3 
I II I . l'Tv. s ic 
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S ongs of Jlli:2.n;y La nds 
Bo s ton, Ginn rmd Comp c=my, 1 943 
1. 11 Dix ie", :p . 6 
2 . ":Ni ght in. Desert", P • 3 '"-,_, 
3 . 11 lfu,k ing Sounds ", P• 5 9 
4 . "llarket Day 11 , P• 74 
6 . "Bell S ong ", p . 176 
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MAT~~IALS FOR TEACHI NG VOICTill PLOSIVE ~ 
I. Stories From Reading Books 
A. Faraway Ports - 31 
Chicago, The Jobn ·C. Wine'ton Company, 1940 
1. uTimothy's Antlers", :p. 1 
2 . qosca r Cbols Off", p. 45 
3. "A Houseboat in China", p. 72 
4. "A Stagecoach Ride", P• 134 
5. "In the Trailer Park", p. 162 
B. Let's Look Around - 32 
New York, Mac Millan Company, 1942 
1. "Bingo and the .Alrlgry Rooster", p. 3 
2. "The Surprise", P· · 103 
3. "The Very Untidy Country", p. 182 
4. ~The Water Buffalo's Bath", p. 267 
C. Times and Placee - Basic Reader 4 
Chicago, Scott, F0resman Company, 1942 
1. "Betsy Finde a Way", p. 33 
2. "Hasty Pudding", p. 74 
3. "Southbound Flight", p. 140 
4. "Bushy Tail' e Escape", -p. 274 
D. Child Story Readers - 42 
Chicago, Lyone and Carnahan Company, 194? 
1. "Pirates of Belle River", p. 21 
2. "The Buffalo Dances", p. 35 
3. "Blowing Bubbles", 1>• 135 I_ 
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E. Prose and Poetry - 51 
II. Poetry · 
III. Mueic 
New York, L. W. Singer Company, 1930 
1. "Robin Hood and His Merry M.en", p. 151 
2. "Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves", P• 173 
3. "Balder the Beautiful", P• 353 
4. "The Bell of Atri", p. 370 
The Poetry Book 
Chicago, Rand, McNally and Company, 1926 
1. "Barbara Frietchte", John G. Whittier, P• 21 
2. "Glimpee in Autumn", Jean s .. Untermeyer, P• 29 
3. "America the Beautiful", Katharine L. Bates, p · 
41 
4. "The Shadow People", Francis Ledwidge, p. 75 
'I 
5. "What Spoiled the Pot Pie", )Valt Harris, 
6. "The Bronc That Wcmldn' t Bust", Unknown, 
Songs of Many Lande 
Boston, Ginn and Compa,ny, 1943 
1. "The Silver Moon", p. 3 
2. "Playing Cowboys", P• 16 . 
3. "Mowing the Barley", p. 25 
4. "Spring Fever", P• 66 
5. "Who'll Buy", P• 118 
6. "Slumber Song", P• 174 
P• 76 1 
P• 98 
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PROCEDURE FOR T:fi'ACEING NASAL SOUNDS 
I. Begin with m. Lieten ~o ~he nasal quality of the 
eound . Feel the vibration in the nose. Notice the 
similarity to l2. and ]2' in use of lips but emphasize 
nasal quality. 
II. Uee audi t ory discrimination to contrast !Q, n and !!S· 
III. For n notice similarity of tongue :rosition to t 
and d. 
IV. For ng notice s~ rrilarity to k and g. 
v. Common errore: . 
A. Slurring( due to insufficient emphasis on nasal 
resonsnce. 
B. Substitutlon of ann for ng at the ends of words. 
C. Confusion in pronunciation of ng. Some children 
put a hard g or k where none should be and omit 
g when it shoul d b e :pronounced. 
Pronovost, op. cit., p. 44 
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SUGGESTED ARTICULATI ON LESSON PLAN 
FOR TEACHING NASALS !!!' !!' :Eg• 
OBJECTIVES 
A. General 
1. To tee.ch the children the meaning of the word 
nasal. 
2. To acquaint them with the naeal quality of m' 
!! and !.'!.B• 
B. Sp ecific 
1. To develop the childrene' ability to say a nasal 
eound more correctly. 
2. To teach the children how t o properly form these 
letters. 
3. To give the children practice in repeating and 
identifying each of t h ese sounds in isola tion 
and aleo in connected speech. 
MA.TERIAI,S TO BE USED 
1. Story: "Too_ !Jf...any Brother s", The New Times and 
Places , Chicago, Scott, Foresman and 
Company, 1954, pp. 13-19 
2. Song: "Playing Cowboys", Songs of Many Lande, 
o:p . cit., p. 16 
3. Song: "Home .qn the Range", Songe of Many Lande, 
op. cit. , p. 3 
I 
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4. Dance: Their favorite square dance. 
PHOCEDURE 
I. Suggested Approach for the teacher. 
Te echer first reads words to song for audi to1~y 
stimulation. 
A. As a r elaxation activity to attain vocal ease, 
have the chi l dren first sing !!Playing Cowboysu 
which requires a rathe r tense voice. This 
could then be followed by the group singing of 
11 Home on t he Range 11 soft l y, quietly and lazi-ly,· 
as the cowboy mi ght do after he has had a long, 
h ard day of work. As the chi l dren prol ong the 
vowel sounds in the song , they are succeeding 
in getting complete relaxation of throat muscles 
for which the teacher is striving . 
II. Auditory Discrimination 
A. Now return to the f orme r song and t ake out c ei'-
ta:in phrases such as: "Whoa now", "Rope I swing", 
"I can lasso anyth i n g it, and 11 Hold them. n 
B. Assign e ach row of chi l dren a different phrGse 
and let them call it out. For example in the 
first one given above, 11 Who a nown , have the 
chi l dren be l ooking f or a good initial n sound 
on the part of the r ecitation given by their 
classmates. In the second phrase, nRope I swing 11 , ;: 
the ·class is wa tching for the !!B ·sound. In 
"Hold Them", them sound will call their attentior. 
III. Articulation 
A. Here would follow a group discuss1on on how 
e~tch sound is made and the similarity between 
each of these nasal sounds and the other letter~ 
which we h.<;,ve already etudied. 
a. For Example: When mentioning the m sound, 
the children should also recognize the 
fact that their lips are in the same position 
as for that of .E and b but the main dif-
ference beirig that the nostrils are blocked 
in the former. 
b.To further prove this, have the children 
make sever al .E and .!2 sounds in isolation 
noting the lip position. ·Then have them 
place their fingers on either side of the 
bridge of their nose and hum. Now they 
should be able to feel the actual vibra-
tion of a nasal sound. 
c. The same thing would also be done f0r the 
n sound having the children point out the 
similarity of formation between it and both 
the 1 and £ sounds. Be careful to empha-
size the nasality of this consonant n. 
J 
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Then tell the children to pretend tha t the 
engine of their father's car wouldn't turn over 
and hav~ them make the sound t hat it would make. 
Children would say ,"n-n-n-n-n-." 
d. Laetly discuee t h e gg sound. The children will 
immediately notice the similarity between it 
and t h e ~ - and g sounds. By now they should b e able 
to recognize th;tt the main differ ence is t h e 
nas~tli ty at t r 1 buted to the former. 
a .• Children may pr actice both the 1£ and ~ 
s ounds in isolation then a list of worde may 
be chosen which contain the ng sound. Th e 
class ,iVill then r ead this list being ca reful 
t o nasal1 ze the sound in the proper manner. 
e. Now the teach er rea ds a column of worde such ae: 
buridle stammered determined 
honest en t erta ining mea.ntime 
stunt dragging famili ar 
Each rovv of ahildren have \l een previously assign- !/ 
ed a na sal s ound. For example, 1:t· she reads the II 
. li 
I' r aise their ha,nds. I I ' she says t h e word coming, 
word ~' the 2 rows of ch:.t.ldren g1ven ~ will 
4 rows w~ll r a1se their hands: 2 rows for t h em. 
and 2 rows t·or the M· 
Teacher will then cal l upon diff erent 
ll 
~ 
,, 
I 
' I 
I 
pupi l s to t ak e her place as the leader 
each being careful to articulate distinct- , 
ly to avoid any confus ion on the part of 
the class. 
f. Glass may then read the story, "Too ·rvr any 
Brothers" . which is about a small girl 
and her brothers who live on a r anch 
and give her a calf to raise for her 
very o~m. This story is sprinkled 
liberally with all 3 nasals. As it is 
read orally, children are careful t o 
articulate e ach properly and others ar e 
listening to s ee if this is done each 
time. 
g. As a reward, the class wil l vote on the 
8 chi ldren, 4 boys and 4 girls whom they 
thought did the nice s t job of articulating ~ 
These 8 children will have the opportunity 
to square d~nce to the record of their 
choice in true cow-boy styl e. 
IV • . C~rrelat i on with other Subjects 
A. Science: A study of nwnufacturing e.nd how man has 
succeeded in making different things fr om 
all forms of l e aths r goods from animal hides. 
' A!. z·i 
B. Social Studies: The contribution of the America.n 
cowboy to nur way of life. 
c. Music: Any other songs about the American cowboy. 
D. Art: 
Each of these is sure to contain at least 2 
of the naeale. 
Picture study for art appreciation, "Shoeing 
the Bay Mare", Sir Edwin Landseer, Malden, 
Perry Picture Company #908. Also the children 
may paint pictures of the cowboy engag ed in 
all eorte of activities such ae branding, 
roping, lassoing etc •• 
E. Spelling: Class must be responsible for words such as 
Pinto, shivering, talking, small, smiled, 
calm, lightning, r anch, thunder, gently, 
stormy etc •• (All taken from above mentioned 
story.) 
F. Reading: Other stories containing these nasal sounds 
in either t h is basal reader or any supplemen-
tary readers. 
G. Language: The children may be given a liet of these 
words and told to compose a story using as 
many of them as possible. 
H. Arithmetic: A study of length including inches, 
yards, rode, miles and .q.cree could be done 
at thie time. Corn~are city block, miles etc •. 
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I I1JATERI ALS FOR FUTTJT'ill Ll!~S S ONS 
I. Stories From Reading Books 
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A. Faraw8y F orts - ~l 
Ch icago , The John C. 'i:Yinston Company, 1940 
1. "Timothy a nd His r)Iother", p. 1 
2. 11Don's First Trc:dler Ride", p. 152 
3. "Jue.n's Christmas P inata", :P• 202 
B . Let's Look Around- 32 
New York, I1t:ac Milla n Company, 1 942 
1. "Setting Back the Clock ", :p. 148 
2. "A Molasses Cak e Story ", :p. 279 
3. "Marcos in the Ci t.y", P • 294 
4. "Playing Airplane", P• 340 
C. Times and P l a.ces - Basic Reader - 4 
Ch icago, Scott, Foresmom :>nd .Comp~:my, 1942 
1. "Hasty Pudcl ing ", p . 74 
2. "Wool Gatherin g ", :p. 99 
3. "A South America n Visit", :p . 239 
4. "Rum:pl.est il:ts k 1:n", p . 3 ? 0 
5 . 1t ]J[a.ri o 1 s Pet" , p. 244 
<) 
D. Ch ild Story Rea ders - 4 ° 
Ch icago, Lyons and Carnahan Company , 1942 
1. 11 l1Kr. Ji.[onk and Ki n g Turnbo", p . 58 
2 . "Cliff Dwellings", p. 1 29 
3. "Knovv Your Mushrooms 11 , p. 254 
I 
I· 
II 
_.. 
( 
I' 
II 
5. "Big F e.ct ories Jl.'Iake Little Pl2,ythings" ' P • 293 
6 . "A Tree Climbing J"o b ", P • 305 
7. "Di amond Mining", p. 310 
8. "Diving for Pearls", P • 342 
II. Poetry 
I 
I 
I 
II 
il 
:III I. 
A. Pros e and P oetry 
New Yor1c , L . W. S inger Company , 1930 
1 . 11 1Tichol::~s :Nye ", _ yi~.lter De La Mare, P • 9 2 
? .• "The Singing L eaves ", J"ames . R . Lovvell~ P • 1~5 
~ . "Ro!Jert 9f IJ ip.~oln" _, _ WilJ.i 9.m C, J?;t;y~ nt p . 4?J3 
4. "Winter", Alfred Tennyson '· , P • 1 4 3 
E . The Poetry Bo ok 
C:'-:icago, Re_.nd, Me Nally Company , 192 6 
1 . "]!Iorning" , Emily Dick inson, p . 7 
2 . "Fc:dry Men", Sybil li£orfo rd, p . 2.2 
3 . "Nonsense Ve:r-':'es", Edwa rd Lear, P• 34 
4. "Don't Give Up :", I?ho ebe Ca r y , p . 69 
Music / 
Songs of Many Lc:mds 
Boston, Ginn a n o Comp;:;.ny , 1 94 3 
1. "Ni ght Her ding S ong ", p. 9 
?. "If I h:;:~A Wings" ! "'=' • 1~ 
?J . "Singing ", p. 3 5 
4 . "Spring Fever", :p . 60 
5 . 11 Hi k ing Song", n. 81 
I ~ 
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II 
PROCEDURE FOR TEACHING SEMI-VOWEL SOUNDS 
I 
)I 
! 
I 
1 
I. Begin with~ and then introduce:y. For 'w develop 
an awareneee of the lip .position. Stress 
the auditory aj:>proach for· both ' sou:ilds. 
II. 
III. 
Before teaching land :r, · develop auditory discrim-
ination for all. four· semi-vowel s·ounde. Emphasiz-e 
ability to di15cri~nate 1 and!: from :!• The sounds 
of 1 and r need a grea t deal of attention in both 
trke-auditory a.Ild. physiolo-gical aspects. For ·both 
sounds, develop an awareness of lip and ton~le 
positions. , 
Common errors: 
A. Sub~}:.i tuti on of !: for I and !:~ · Occaei onally :y 
may 'be substituted for l ·and· r. 
B. Diet.o~tion Of 1 a s by rounding of the lips. 
Dis t ortion of 1 by slurrin12: due to lack of 
precision in placement of the ·tongue. 
o. Distortion of !: by slurring due to lack of 
pre·cieion in. pla:cement of' the tongue or 
excessive rounding of the lips~l 
Pr_onovoet, loc. cit. 
II 
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. . A SUGGESTED ARTICL~ATION LESSON PLAN FOR VOICED SEMI-VOWELl 
GEllERAL OBJECTIVES 
a. To teach the class the correct way of making and 
pronouncing a voiced, semi-vowel sound. 
b. To develop within the children the ability to pro-
duce the 1 sound correctly in all three positions. 
SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES 
a. To eliminate any distortion that may exist in this 
sound. 
b. To develop the ability to identify this sound and to 
know how it is made. 
c. To give the children practice in repeating the 1 
eound. 
d. To develop the children's ability to use this sound 
correctly when contained in blends. 
e. To develop the children's ability to use thie 
sound correctly in wor<ls, phrases and sentences. 
MATERIALS TO BE USED 
1. Story: "The Lightnot.u3e", Original-written for 
this purpose. 
2. Game: "The Lighthouse Game 11 , Origin.al- written 
and devised for this purpose. 
3. Song: "Laughing L~13a", Songs of JvT.any Lands, 
Boston, Ginn and Company, 1943, p. 111 
I_ 
.~· 
PROCEDURJ~S 
I. Sugges t ed Approach for the tea~her. 
A. Since our short story today has to deal with 
boats, let us pretend tha.t we are going for a 
row. First let us divide each row of deske into 
a rowboat, We will :pretend that we are entered 
in the annual college r egatta. One child on ea ch 
bo~t will be the captain and shout the counts to 
the rest of the crew. Remember to move your 
bodies backward and forward in time to the count -
and let your arms move as if you were rowing. 
1. The lead child, or captain, might count 
slowly at first gradually shouting louder 
and faster and then, just a s gradually, 
returning to a soft, slow count and . even-
tually let the "boat" glide into port with-
out any of the crew helping at al~. The 
'race' is won as t h e crew takes this much 
needed chance -to gain a bit of relaxation. 
2. The captain might be changed many times 
thus giving as many a s :possible a, chance to 
b e leader and hence to go from employing a 
tight, ha.rsh voice to a soft, relaxed one. 
II. Auditory Stimula tion 
A~ Teacher reads the story of the lighth ouse. 
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III. Auditory Discrimination 
1. Assuming that each of the other t wo semi-vowels 
!! and ;t., have already been ta.ught, the class at this 
time roay elect to play a ga~e which might go as 
follows. 
a. The teacher will read a set of words containing 
all of the 4 semi-vowels in the initial positios. 
I 
Instruct the class to write down all the words th- 1 
at they hear whicli begin with the 1 sound • 
. . - .. . - .. - - -:--
Example: reach, yellow, light, yes, walking 
b. Another method would be for the teacher to choose 
a word contai_ning the 1. sound such as the word 
lighthouse and write it in a vertiG:al column, 
first in its correct form and then, opposite this, 
in its reverse form. 
Example: l e 
i s 
g u 
h 0 
t h 
h t 
b h 
u g 
s i 
e 1 
The children must thinl-c of words beginning and 
ending with the letters that are opposite them 
I 
and write th_em in. _·- ~n the exampl_e a l:>ove ' the firs r 
word might be little, the second might be less,etc 1 
The winner is the one with the most words :::>.nd 
who can pronom~ce t h em all correctly • 
IV. Arti culation 
A. Ch ildren h ave L '! tel y b een as1-<: ed . to bring in hand 
mirrors. At this :point the teacher a sk s t h em where th I 
tongue and lips s h o1: l d be pl a ced. 'They t h en explain 
t hat t h e lips are :pa.rted and the front edge of the 
t ongue drills on t he gum ri dge just behind the upper 
fr ont teeth. The children are instructed to use 
t heir mirrors to actua l ly see t his pa.rt happening and 
t h en to observe their cla,ssma,tes for correct formation,\ 
and when told to voice t h e sound, to observe ·the 
correct articulation of t h e s ame. 
B. Teacher passes out mimeograph ed copies of t h e stGry, 
"The Ligh t h ouse" (See p. 50) and the class reads it 
together being careful to pronounce each 1 ~ound 
correctly whether it b e in the initial, medial or 
in the final :posit1on. II 
c. As further practice, t h ose who have fi:raished their 
regular work may :play the "Lighthouse Game". Children I 
us e 11 ttle wa lnut halve b oa.ts which they have made 
themselve~ a s mar k ers for the game. Th ere a lso must 
be some sort of s pinner which is numbered to sh ow h ow 
many lanes each bo a.t may traverse. 'I'he l ane the boat 
must travel has words conta in j ng the 1 sound in all 
posit l ons which t h e child must pronounce when his 
II 
II 
II 
boat l ands on one. The child wh o reaches the safety I 
of the lighthouse is the winner. 
1 
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TEE LIGHTHOUSE 
Last ni ght whil e we "~Nere l y i ng and listening for the 
r ain t o s top , we hea r d t h e vrave s 18.pping .sJ .ong t he co.::',st-
line. As we listened, we thought we heard a bell going 
cling, clang, cling ,clang . We also spied a litt le light 
glimro.ering a long way off. 
Certainly enough there we s mv a l amp of some :lk:inil 
sh edding its light i n a crook.ed line ou t over t he wa t er. 
We ran through the r a in t o the ligh thouse and ask ed 
t h e -lighthouse keeper if h e had seen ·the light. Sure 
enough he had and little by little he was sending out 
. ' . .. - . ~ . . -
signals over the miles of water between the lighthouse and 
the little light. 
The clanging of the bell seemed to be coming nearer 
and the flick ering light seemed stronger. Soon we could 
see that the light and bell belonged to a little boat 
which had gotten lost in t h e long rainfall. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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Slowly the craft rolled up to the shore and r.iid much 11 
yelling of grateful t h anks to the lighthouse keeper, the li 
passengers left t he l i ttle 1')oa t a.nd wa l k eCl. off into t he nighJ i. 
I . 
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!JfATFRIA.I.ip FOR FUTURE J.JESSONS 
I. S tories From R ead ing Book s 
' 1 A. li'ar away I-'orts - 3 
Ch icago, The J ohn C. Winston Company; 1 94 0 
1. "The :Man Who Tried to Live Alone", p . 106 
2. "A Story of .Long Ago", p . 114 
3 . .~"Don ' s :First Trailer Ri d e", p. 152 
B. Let's Look AroLmd- 32 
New YorJ;: , l\[a c }.!Iilla n Company, 1 942 
1. 11Lotor, t he Washer", p. 29 
2 . "Old 'I'ime S ch ools", p . 52 
3. "The Surprise 11 , p. 103 
4 . 11Ilr, Ilolittle a,nd t.he F ira.tes" , p . 1 97 
5 • "A I<lo1a sses Ce,ke Story", p . 279 
2 C. Ch ild S tory R eaders - 4 
Chicago, Lyons end Ca rnahan Company, 1 942 
1. "La dy of t h e Lamp ", p. 83 
2. "Indi an s B.m~ the J"a..ck-O-Lantern 11 , p. 90 
3. "J'F.odern Apa.rtment Houses 11 , p. 141 
4. "Few J? J. gnts for Cld", p . 2?0 
6. "Col. Cha rles Lindbergh", p. 375 
]). 
Prose a n d Poetry - 51 
New York, L.W. Singer Company, 1930 
1. "Grace Da.rling", p. 20 
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2 . "Henry Wa dsworth Longfel low", :P• 227 1 
3~ "A Littl~ Lad of Long Ago", P• 302 
·• 
4. "The Bell of At~i", P• 370 
I II. Poetry 
I 
The Poetry Book 
Chica go, Rcmd, Me Nally Company, 1926 
III. Yusi c 
1. "A Man of Words", Old Folk Rhyme, P• 25 
2. "The lr'I:ist and All", Di:x:ie Wilson, . p. 31 
3 . "lJi ttl e White Lily ", 9€!org:e Mac Donald, p.lll I 
. . . 
4. "Up a Hill and a Hill", Fannie Giff ord , p .ll8 '' 
'I 
Songs of Many Lands 
Boston, Ginn and Company, 1Q4~ 
1. 11 .Ta ck-0-Lantern 11 , :P• 24 
2 . "Spring Fever", P • 60 
3 . 11 Song of the Min ers", P • 75 
4. "Al pine Shepher ds", p . 105 
5. 11Laughing Lisa" , p. 111 
6 . "The Saw Mill" , p . 12l 
7. "Tr av eling", p . 1 43 
8 . "The Uouser", p . 156 
9 . "Slumber Song", p . 174 
10. "The Hills i de", p . 186 
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A SUGGES TED ARTICULATION" LESS ON PLAl'J F OR VOICED 
SEiviT -VOWEL r 
GElillHAL OBJECTIVl.J1S 
a. To teach the class the correct way of making and 
pronouncing a voiced, .semi-vowel sound. 
b. To develop within the children the ability to produce 
the r sound correctly in all three positions. 
SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES 
a. To eliminate any distortion that may exist in this 
sound 
b. To develop the ability to identify this sound and to 
know how it is made. 
c. To give the children practice in repeating the r sound. ' 
d. To develop the children's ability to use this sound 
correctly when contai ned in bl ends. 
. - ~ - . .. 
e. To develop the children's ability to use this sound 
correctly in words, phrases and sentences. 
10"-.ATERIALS TO :BE USE.D 
1. Story: "A Ro=ing Story", Origina],-vrritten for this 
:purpose. 
2. Po em: "A Rowing Poem", Original-written for t lli s 
purpose. 
3. Song: "T""aughing Lisa", Sonp;s of_ l[any Lands, 
Boston, Ginn and Company, 1943, J.l• 111 
I: 
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PROCEDURES 
1 
I. Suggested Approach for the teacher 
Same a~ that recommended for teaching the 1 sound. 
II. Auditory Stimulation 
Teacher r eads the eto~J of the red rowboat. 
III. AuditorY D·iecrimina ti on 
A. Same a s that recommended for · teaching the 1 eound. 
B. In addition~ the t Bcher, in reading "A Red Row-
bGlat" to the claee may purposely misarticulate the 
~ sound every eo often. The children are told tGl 
write on a elip of paper every time they hear the 
sound being pronounced incorrectly. 
Example: teacher may say wed wobo a t/red rowbo a t. 
C.The children are given mimeographed copies of "A 
Rowing Poem" and are asked to read it a,ll together. 
to gain further practice in making the sound right. 
I 
IV. Relaxation I 
A.Children sing the song "Laughing Lisa" which they I 
have a lready learned. This song contains both the I 
1 II 1 and r sounde and is excellent for drill word-. . 
I 
Example:"Upon the flowr'y meadow pretty Lisa goes, II 
A t winkle in her laughter, Twinklee . in j 
her toes. 
Sing Tra. la la la, Sing Tra la la la ,., ~ 
Tra la l a la la, Sirtg Tra la la 
Sing Tra l a la la, Sing Tra la la 
Tra la la la l a la la. 
Glenn, Leavitt et al., Songs of Many Landt'5 , op. cit. P• 111 
-- ---- -==:;. --=------ -=-~--~---::;:--=.. 
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I 
v. Correla tion with other eubjects: 
A. Science: The study of the operation of differ:ent s·hips 
and the differences in each. 
B. Soci ctl Studies: Study ship routes to specific places. 
Chart specific courses. Mhch ma.p i,~o rk can 
be d0ne here. 
c. Music: Song; "Little Ship", Songs of hlany Lands, 
Ginn and Company, 1943, p. 78 
D. Art: Paint pictures of rowboats. Also in Art Apprecia-
\ 
II 
tion study the protr1;d t of "Gra.ce Darling and lj 
Her Father" which comes up this time of year I 
in the fourth grad e art outline. 
E . Poetry: "The Sea Maid's Song", The Poetry Book, Huber, 
Bruner and Curry, Chicago, Rand il'icl~o-lly 
Company, 1926, P• 114 
F. Reading: Read the story, "Grace Darling", Prose ~nd 
Poetry, op. cit.k p. 120 
G. Langm'~.ge :Informa l conversa tion a.bout a rowboat could 
be engaged upon wherein the children must 
uee words conta ining the 1 ! a.nd the r sounds 
fr equently. 
I 
II 
I H. Spelling:Hold clas s responsible for t h e correct spell- 1 
ing of such wo~ds as: pleasant, pla teau, j 
ladder, lighthouse, bright, ripples, ber th etc ij 
r. Arithmetic: Problems on the rate a ship may travel. II II 
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A ROVVIUG STORY 
One day we went rowing on the river. The red rovt-
boat was rocking as the waves in the river came rippling 
along. Suddenly we seemed to rise so high that we decided 
the sea was too rough to · continue our row. So we turned 
the red rowboat around and "b egan to row ba.ck as rapidly as 
we conld wi thou t risking our lives. 
Sure enough the sky was turning darker and c1ouds were 
b-eginning to form. We barely made the dock befor e the rain 
I came rushing do\•m over us. We ran as fast as we could to the 
II 
II nearest restaurant where we had something t o eat whi le we 
I rested and waited for the rain to stop. 
I 
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Were we glad that we left the rowboat in time to run 
to safety before the rains camel 
Althea E. Howard 
I· 
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A ROWI NG POEU 
As we were rowing on the r i ver 
One bright and lovely day, 
We rodked and rowed the boat together 
And dreamed up . things to say. 
We rowed a. bit and t hen we rested, 
Rowing makes .one tired, 
Resting, rowing, rowing,resting 
Until a cloud we spied. 
The ripples r os e and grew much rou~her 
And we turned and rowed for home, 
We rowed so f a.st t h e sea grew gruffer 
- . . 
And we fear ed the angry foam. 
At last we reached the rowboat's berth 
And roped her to the dock, 
We raced and r an so full of mirth 
That we tripped right over a rock . 
Althea E. Howard 
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l~TERIALS FOR FUTl~ LESSONS 
, I. Stories From Reading Books 
I 2 A. Let's Look Around- 3 
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I 
New York, Macliiillan Company, 1942 
1. "The Stowaways", P• 119 
2 . "Lotor, the Wa.sher", p. 29 
3. "Grea t Gra n df ather's School DP-ys", P• 61 
4. "Playing Airplane", p. 340 
5. "A Famous Flight", p . 364 
B. Times and Places - Basic Re2.der 4 
Ch icago, S c ott, F or esme"n cmd Company, 1942 
1. "Star Fu:pil" , p. 25 
2 . "Ho r.r Andy Hel ped His Te am", p . 43 
3• "Steam Comes Upriver", p . 106 
4. "Radio Res cue", p . 116 
5. "Southbound Fl i ght " , p . 140 
6 . "Christmas in Alaska", p . 304 
7. "The Red- :Brinnned Hat " ~ p . 217 
') 
C. _9hild Stor_x Readers - 4 
Ch icago, Lyons a.n d Ca rnahan Com:pany , 194 . ..., 
1. " The Tr a veling Clo ak ", p. 74 
2 . "Ho,N Two Idea s l!Iade the Rai1roa d", p. 168 
3. "n 0rms that Flow", p . ·: 247 
4 . "Nev.r J?l e,nts for Ol d", p . ?.76 
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D. Prose a nd P oetry - 51 
1Tew York, L. VJ. Singer Company, 1 930 
l."Tom 'Slho J,:fuu:l e the Princess Lc.u gh", P• 67 
2 .• - "Rob in Hood a nd his Ji.[erry Hen", P• 151 
3. "The Horse Fair", p . 21q 
4. "Knigh ts of the Silver Shield", P • 293 
5. "The Bell of Atri 11 , p. 370 
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The Poetry Book 
Boston, Ginn c:mo Company, 1926 
1. "A Tragic Story" ~ Willi am M. Theckery-, P• 37 
~. "The Rain Song", Robert Lovem2n , p. 8 0 
3. "Sleeping Out", BQber t v. Carr, P• 96 
4. "The Rivulet", Lucy Larcom, p. 117 
lill:us ic 
Songs of Ma.nv Lm ds 
Boston, Ginn a~nd CompFmy, 1943 
1. "Home on the Ran ge", p.3 
?.. "Cherry :Blo ssoms" , p. 47 
3. 11 M2.:rket Da.y" , P• 74 
4. "Riding Through the Snow", :p. 80 
5. "Firemen", p. 9? 
6 . "Ha rdy Northmen" , p. 152 
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I· Stories From Reading Book s 
Ch icago, The John C. Winston Company ~ 1940 
1. "Timo thy Looks for his Antlers", p. 3 
?. . "A 1!Lud House in Afri c a ", p. '7 9 
B. Times a nd Places - Basic Reader 4 
Ch icag o, Scott, J:;'or e s man and Compc:my, 1942 
1. "The Princess VTrw Could }·rot Cry", P • 188 
2. "Adventure in Guatem<'lla", p . 228 
3 . "A Camp in the Ce.nyon" , p. 264 
0 C. Child Story Re CJ.d.ers - " ' 
Chicago, Lyons a n d. Ca . rnahan Comp8.ny, 194 2 
1. "Th e Legend o-:f tJ:J.e Cb.eyennFq"' ", p. 4 4 
2. "Soap", p . 349 
D. Prose a nd Poetry - 51 
Ne~.'J York, L. w. Sing er Compc:my, 1930 
1. "Th e Shut Up J::O osy", p . '75 
2 . "Kni ghts of t he Silve r Shielcl-", p. 287 
~~ II. P oetry 
The Poetry Book 
I! 
I CY!.icago, Rand ]ficNally Company , 19 ~?6 
1. "Proveros", The }<i 1)le, p. 45 
~?, . "Eo'N to Tell ·v:rilc Anima ls", Carolyn Wells, p. 6 7 
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III . :Musi c 
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3 . "Don ' t Give Up ", Pho eb e Ca ry , P• 69 
4 . "Th e Year ' s a t the Spring " , R . Bro'.'ming , P • 78 
Songs of Many Lands 
:Boston , Ginn and Compa ny, 1943 
1. "Sou.rvJ"ood ],wunta in" , p . 10 
2 .• 11 Sung a t Ha.rvest Ti me " , p . 42 
3. "Harvest Dan c e" , p . 71 
4 . 11 0n the Mountain", p . 112 
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W!ATERIALS FOR FU'I'llRE I ,E SSO:NS 
I. Stories From Reading ~ooks 
A. Faraw2.y Ports - ~1 
Chicago, T'h e J"ohn C. Winston Company, 1940 
1. "How Waddles J"r. Learned to Swim", p. 16 
2. "A Wigv.ram in North America", Jl• 69 
3. "Wild Bird and Animal Homes", p. 98 
4."J"uan 1 s Christmas Pinata", p. 202 
2 
B . Let's Look Around - 3 
].l!"ac:Millan Company, 1942 
1. "An Ink St.or;r", p. 136 
2. "The Very Untidy Country", p. 182 
3. "The Water Buffalo's Bath", p. 26'7 
4. "Marcos in the City", p. 294 
C. Times and Places - Basic Reader 4 . 
· Chicago, Scott, Foresman and Company, 1942 
1. "Whiskers Steals the Show", p. 16 
2. "Wool Gathering", p.99 
3. "The Wizard of Vilville", p. 168 
4. "[ ing Pera.mu.nd's Wish", p.202 
5. 11 P6lar Rear Twins", p. 312 
D. Prose and Poetrv 
Hew York, L.w.singer Company, 1 930 
1. "Wooden Shoes of Little Wolff", P• 60 
I 
I! 
II 
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2 . " The F og Warning", P• 148 
3. · "Ali Baba a nd the Forty Thieves", P• 173 
4. "Row Th or F ou n d His Hammer", · p. 362 
II. Poetry 
" III. 
il 
I 
,, 
II 
I 
A. Th e P oetry Book 
Ch icngo, Hand, McNally a nd Compa ny, 1926 
2 . "The Tvdns" , Henrys. Leigh , P• 85 
3. "Old Sus a n", Wa lter De La Mare, p . 99 
J3 . Prose a.nd P oetry 
New York', L. W. S ing er Cm;:p a ny , 19 30 
1. "Lobs t er Q,'Lladri1le " , Levvis Ca.rro1, p . 111 
2 . "Hi 8Y'atha ' s Fi s h ing ", H. :.r-r.L on gfellow , p . 2 6 
1\ilus i c 
S ongs of IFa.ny I. a nds 
Boston, Ginn a nd Compa.ny, 1 943 
1 • "Dixie" , p . 6 
2 . " If I had Vlings ", P• 12 
3. "Th e Wind " , P• 94 
4 . " vVa r m Boots ", P • 108 
5. "Westwar d ", :p . l44 
6. "The We. ter Wheel", P• 1 68 
7. "A Sl eepy S ong ", P• 1 80 
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PROCEDURE FOR TEACHING FRICATIVE~ SOUliDS 
I. With the exception of~ and~' the standard pro-
cedure described for all consonants may be used. 
These t wo sounds present the greatest problems in 
articulation"\ · After the aud1tory ·presentat1on, 
auditory discrimination between s and f., th and sh 
should be developed. 
II. Following the auditory approach for e and z, the _ 
sound should be used ~n all positions in si~gle 
words to detect t hose who still have errors. Thi's is 
necessary before introducing the '"physi olofii cal 
approach .since many individuals articulate the 
sounds with variations in tongue and mouth positions. 
Abnormalities of teeth or mouth structure often re-
quire compensating adjustments of tongue, jaw or 
lipe. 
III. Common errore: 
A. The v may become b. 
B. The unvoiced th may become f or t. 
C •. The voiced. th m ay become }2'-y or-£• 
D. The wh ma.y become w. 
E. Voiced sounds all may become unv oi ced especially 
at the ehds of words. 
F. The s may become f, th or sh. It may be dis-
torted to sound lfke-the modified th or sh 
because of inaccurate grooving or positioning of 
the tongue. · 
Pronovost, lOc. cit. 
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SUGGESTED LESSON PLAN FOR TEACHING 
UNVOICED FRICATIVE e AND VOICED FRICATIVE z 
OBJECTIVES 
A. General 
1. To teach the children the meaning of the word 
fricative. 
2. To teach the children the correct way of making 
and pronouncing a fricative sound. 
B. Specific 
-
1. To develop the children's ability to say the 
~ eound more nearly c·orrect. 
2. To develop the children's ability to say the 
~ sound more nearly correct-.-
3. To sh ow the children the s·imilari ty between the 
~ and ~ sounds with regard to formation of the 
sam.e. 
4. To help the children gain the awareness of the 
difference between a voiced and an unvoiced 
sound. 
5. To giv~ the children practice ih repeating 
and identifying each of these sounds both in 
isolation and also in connected speech. 
MATE:RIALS TO BE USED 
1. Story: "Oscar, the Trained Seal", Faraway Porte, 
G.~ 'u 
Hildreth et. al.,dohn C. Winston Co., pp. 36-53 
2. Poem: "The Circus Da,y Para de". !he Poetry Book, 
op. cit., James .Whitcomb Riley, PP• 14-16 
3. Game: 11 Simon Says" 
PROCEDllF.E 
I. Suggested Approach for the Teacher 
Th1s leeeon would probably come before the arrival 
of the circus to that p articul ar vicinity. 
A. Ae an introduction and also to serve as a. 
relaxing activity, the children will all play 
the game, "Simon Says". Several children 
ehould be given the cha.nce to play "Simon" 
a,nd thue gain ex:peri ence in . repeating the 
~ sound. 
B. Teacher recites a li s t of words some containing 
~ a.nd some ~· The children are called upon to 
write down the sound heard. 
Example: cheeee, sail, buzz, zero, same, 
aeries, cards etc •• 
Here the children notice t hat although a word 
might contain an s in ite spelling, it may 
be sometimes pronounced as a z. 
C. Ask the children to think of some more words 
and then decide together which sound is 
represented independently of the spelling of 
t h e same. 
--- - =:=:--=--=--
III. ARTICULATION 
A. An a rticula tion game may then be played wherein the 
childr en play a game saying a word containing eith er 
sound in a ny poeit4on. 
Example: ea se, see, fre eze, sob, seat, ask etc. 
Go up and down rows ea ch ch ild rec i ting the numbers 
in thei r order, as t he numb er 5 or a ny multiple 
or number containing this num ber , ins~ead child 
must say . a word. 
Example: 1, 2, 3, 4, ea se, 6, ?, 8, 9, see, 
11, 12, 13, 14, seat, etc. 
This is done to detect those children who are still 
miearticulating these sounds. 
' · B.After the teacher has discovered which children 8.re 
still making mistak es on either or both sounds, a 
discussion on the t ongue and lip position should 
follaw such as: 
1. The lips are drawn ·back elightly. 
2. The sidee of the tongue are pressed firmly 
against the upper side teeth, elight opening 
between the tip of the tongue a nd the gums • 
3. The breath escapes over the center . of the 
tongue, while the teeth are almost closed. 
4. Sometimes when there is difficulty, the 
soun'd may be taught in words ending in ts, 
,I 
I 
I 
I 
I 5. 
since 1 has already b e en taught, the tongue 
position for 1 helps in getting the correct 
:pos1t1on for s. 
Procedure for the~ sound is similar with the 
main difference being the voicing of this sound 
compared to the voiceless quality of the s. 
c. Children then read story, "The Trained Seal" taking 
care to articulate correctly such words as: Oscar, 
seal, Zabriski, search, boats, seat, etc •• 
D. Read poem "The Circus Day Parade " still mindful of 
careful articulation of any .§. or z sounds contained 
therein. 
IV. CORRELATION WITH OTHER SUBJECTS 
A. Science: The study of the seal and his habits. 
B. Social Studies: A follow up on the areas in the 
world where seal colonies are apt to be 
found and why. 
c. Music: A study of the keyboard might be applied 
here very nicely. H::c ve t h e children rea.d 
and play the notes to a given song much the · 
same as a c1rcue se.al might do using horns 
at a circus performance. 
D. Art: Draw circus pictures containing as many s 
and ~ words as possible. 
E . Po'etry: Read more poems than this one mentioned 
==----==-- ----~- --~ --=-= _j~--
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In the less on, using seals or t h e circus as 
a ba,eic topic and thus maintaining the 
fricative sound. 
F. Ree,ding: There are many circus atories which can be 
found in almost every book. Each reading 
group s h ould be responsible for one story, 
other t han the one used. 
G. La.nguage: Each group may compare seal stories \llri th the 
-' 
other two groupe. Those l1stening must be on 
. t h e alert for possible errors in articulation 
of the ~ and ~ eound. 
H. Spelling: Class mus t know hov to spell such words as: 
desert, seal, l a nds, flip~ers, suddenly, 
passengere, streamlined etc. 
I. Arithmetic: The ball ~rith whi ch an imaginary circue s eal 
might play could be di vided into segments - and 
an excellent lesson on fractional parts might 
be studied at this time using t he parts of the· 
I ball as a ba sis of work . I 
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Ili:•\ TERI.AL S FOR FTJTUP'-E LESSONS 
A. LPt ' s L ock Aroun d - ~ 
lif ew Yor k , Ea c Tli l l a n Con pe..ny , 1 94? 
1 . "Adventur e s of thr "~>7oodla"ms ", p . ?4 
3 . "Setting Back the Clo ck ", p . 1 48 
4 . "The P ortr a it", p . 159 
5 . " The Ylater Buffalo ' s Ec:t th" , p . 26 ? 
B . Times a nd P l a c es - Ba si c Re a d er 4 
Chicago , S c ott , F oresma n an d Company , 1 942 
1 . "Susanna J a ne ' s Sec ret " , p . 85 
? . "Star :F'up i l ", P • '.?5 
2 . " lt.!J:e s sag e s from the S ea", p . 1 2.3 
4 . "At Home i n Any Yind of Languag e ", p . 212 
5 . "Johnny ' s Alli gator" , p . 3?.0 
6 . "A BRr ber ' s Dis c overy" , p . 381 
C. Ch ild Storv Readers - 4'.? 
Ci: i c a,g o, Ly ons Emo. Ca rnahan Comp any , 1 942 
1. "The Leg end of t he Ch eyennes", p . 44 
2. . 11 The Lady rf' the L ame " , p . · 8?1 
3 . "Gri zzl y Bear s " , p . ?.1 5 
4 . " Go od Ame r i c a n Citi zens", p . 4 3? 
D. Er ose anu P oe try - 51 
Ne7' York , L . w. S i n ger Compa ny , 1 930 
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1. '' :Ne.rcissus", P • 44 
2 ~ "The Fog V!EJ.rning ", :p . 148 
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3 . "The Hor se Fair 11 ~ :P • ?19 
4 . "r:::ni ghts of the Silver Shie1d 11 , :p . ?87 
5. "East of the Sun CJnd 'Hest of the }i~oon", }J . 3 00 
6 . "The Enchanted }1orse", P • 33'7 
'7. "The Bong of the Larl<": 11 , :P • .M:;?J 
P oetry 
A. Th e Po etry Book 
Ch i C8.g O, Rand. , }·=c1Tal1y .anc Oompany, 1 S26 
1 . "Romanc e" , Gs.'brie1 Setoun , :P • 35 
2. "A Thank s giving F8ob1e 11 ' Oliver Herford , P• 38 
3 . 11 Su:ppose", Phoebe Ca r y , :P • 44 
4 . "The w~{ eo..r s at the Spring", R. :F rovrning , P • '7 8 
5. "Tl1e Song Sparrovv·", IIenry Vv~n DJrl(" e, p . 83 
E . Prose and F oetr y 
Nev,r Yo r k , 1 .. \{ . Sing er Cor:e.p a n;y·, 1 930 
1. "Little :Faue J:;igeon" , J£ugene :E' ie1 d , p . 94 
2 . "The Village :S l a ck s mith 11 , H.·w. Eongfellov•r , 
Hov r", E . w. Longfellow , p . 251 
III . :Musi c 
,. 
Boston, Ginn i:md Compe ny, 1943 
1. 11 If I had v.·ings 11 , p . 1 2 
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1r;1,, TERIALS F GR TFili.CH.I NG 1l1NOI CED FRI CATI"IE f 
AND VOICED FRICATIVE v 
Stories F rom R e a ding Book s 
A. Let's Look Around - 32 
New York, Had iiilla n Comp any, 194:2 
1. "Lot or, t he i'f8.s h er 11 , :p. 29 
? • "Adventures of the Woodlav ns 11 , :p . '74 
3 . "Getting Acqu ainted", :p . O?, 
4 . "Tra veling, L on g Ago and Now", :p. 317 
E . Times a nd PlAce~ - Basic Re ader 4 
elh ic2_g o, S cott, F or esma.n a n d Compa ny, 1942 
1. 11 1Nh i s k ers S tea.l s t he Sho'1Jir 11 , :p . 16 
3 . "A :Soy and Hi s J:>,o ok ", :p . 94 
4 . " S ou t h,Nar o J!'li ght", p . 1 40 
5 . ".Jo se:ph s .nd h i s Bro thers" , p . 330 
C • .Qh ild S tory Headers - ~~2· 
Ch icago , Lyons a nd Ca.rn2,h a n Compeny , 1 942 
1. " The Th r e e Fea thers" ., p . 65 
? . "Cliff Dwelli ngs " , p . 1 29 
3 . "Log C2~bins 11 , p . 1 32 
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L1_, . "Bi g Fr-1 c t ori es MaJ e I.. i ttle :Fl ;:tyt h ings ", :p . ?93 
5 . "A L i f e of Dan g e r ", p . 406 
D. Pr os e and Po e t r v - 51 
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J?oetry 
III . Mu s i c 
1 . "J2.son .=md the Gol d en F l eec e", p . 198 
2 . " Eo'; Thor F ound His HcJn_mer", p. 36 2 
3 . "Kn i ghts of the S ilver Shield" , :p . 293 
A. The F oetry Book 
Chicago , Rand Mc1Tal l y Cor:1pany , 1 9?.6 
1. 11 Ju:milha.c, t he Gr c..n <3_11 , F;rmna J_, . J:roch , p . 1 2 
2 . "Bar "bare. Frietch ie", Jo11_n G. iHhi tti e r , p . 19 
3 . " E e a utifv l Hea ls " , T . S t u r ge :Moore , :p . 56 
4 . "Th e Sh<:tdow :t·e op l e ", F . L ed'Hi dge , p . 75 
R . I ros e a nd F oetry 
New York , I'" W. S ing~r Company, 1930 
1 . "We Thank Tl1.ee" , Anonymous , :p . 11 6 
2 . " Th e Arrow ~nd the S ong ", H. w. Longfellow , p25 6 
3 . "We a.re S even" , WilliP.m Wordswor t h , p . 455 
S on gs of Ifuny I.e.nds 
:Boston , Gi nn and Co;rnpa.ny, 194 3 
l . " Thre e Fe.r~er s 'JVent Ilunt i n g 11 , :p . 8 
2 . "Fa i th of our Fat hers ", :P • ll 
3 . "Th e J? lower Gi r l", p . 28 
4 . "Nev e r a S ound 11 , p . 52 
5 . "Venetian 'T!8.ters 11 , p . 54 
6 . 11 J!Ta.k ing S ongs ", p . 59 
7 . "F r e c}·· J.es", p . 7 2 
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Al:JD VOICED FRICATIVE J 
Stori es From Rea ding Bo ok s 
Ch icago, The Joh n C. v:rinst on Compa.ny, 194,0 
1. "Ecm.r Y/Pd d les J r. J_, e a.rn e d to Sv'!ir.'l 11 , "P • 1 6 
2 . 11 JunJ. or Buys a Sai 1 ~J oa.t" , p . 22 
3 . 11 Junior g ets his Feet Wet"~ p~ :z.o 
4 . "A Sta;ge co r-. ch Ri de " ~ · p .. 1 34 
B . Times a n d P l a ces - Basi c R e a der 4 
Chica g o, S c ott , F oresms.n end Company, 1 942 
1. "Ha sty P u dding ", P • 1 82 
? • "The Huck abl.I Ck Fa mi l y ", p . 1 82 
3 . "Joseph a n d His JJro thers" , :p . 330 
4 . "Joa n of Arc", p . 360 
5 • " The Ugly J)ucl:ling ", Jl • 404 
C. C~i ld Story Rea ders - 4? 
Chicago, Lyons a n d. Ca,r ns.han Comp::my , 1 942 
1. 11 The Ind i ans a.n c1 t h e Ja.ck-O -I~8.nterns", p. 90 
2 . "Cliff J)wellings ", :p . 1 29 
3 . "The Fi rst 3 oe.t 11 , p . 15 0 
4 . "Log Ccvbins 11 , p . 1 32 
D . Prose a nd P oetry - 51 
T H i 
J._r . ~ j • Sing er Cor 'p a.ny, 1 930 
1. "Cornei l 8.1 s Jewels", :p .. l? 
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2 . 11 Gold in the Or ch a r d 11 , p . 1 3 
3 . 11 VTilliam Tell 11 , p . 28 
4 . 11 How Thor F ound h is Har.rL'YJ1er 11 , p . 362 
III . Po etr y 
The Poetry Book 
Ch icago, Rand Jifl:cNal l y An d Company, 1026 
1. "A Tragic S tory ", William ]J. Tha.cJ~ery , p . '71 7 
Q. . "Th e Tao ie 8 no the Chair" , E dv!nr d I.,ea r, P • 46 
'71 . "Good Name ", Willi a m 811aJ~ espe2-r e , p . 62 
4 . 11 Ho,.r.r to Tell Wild Animal s ", C. Wells, p . 6 7 
5. "Apple- Se ed John", Lydia Jfa ri a Child, p . 95 
III. Music 
Songs 9!. 1Kc:my L a nds 
:Boston, Ginn and Company, 1 943 
1. " Sourwood Mountc<,in", p . 10 
2 . "Ch erry Blossoms", :P • 4'7 
3 . "Eung2,ri a n Dance", P • 6 6 
4. "Ma.r ke t Da.y", :P • 7 4 
5. "Jan Jess Jolla nder 11 , P• 8 7 
6 . "Just Suppose", P • 1 09 
7. "Uarch ing To gether", P• 114 
8 . "Cho osing ", P• 115 
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1.'7J,.'::'~B.IALS FOR TEA.CEDTG UNVOICED FRICATI~ s:b 
Stories From ReBding Books 
A . Let ' s Look Aro und - 3~ 
1\f e"l'r York , l '::a c 1:1.Li ll ;:m C om:pr:my, 1 94 0 
1 . "Lot or, the \lasr!er " , p . " 9 
3 . "The Very Unti dy Country", p . ; 82 
4 . " TJ:J.e Go lden Goose", p . ?.43 
5 . "A J"Tolass es Cake S tory" , p . ? 79 
6 . "P l aying Airpla ne", p . 340 
B . 'T' i mes a nd P le.c es - 13e.sic Re 8.der 4 
Ch ic2go , S c ott, F oresn2,n 2 .110 CompP..ny , 1 942 
1. " S team Shovel s ,<=1 .re E<=mdy", p. 1 29 
? . ":Bushy TaiJ s ' E sce p e ", p . 2.7 ;: 
3 . "Do vi d , the Shephercl Boy" , p . 344 
4 . :' Cha.n ti cleer a n d the P • 372 
C. Ch ild Storv Reader s - 4 2 
Ch i c .:),go, Lyons r>nd. C2..rn2.h2 n Compc:my , 194~ 
1. " Th e E.ot1.ses Feopl e Live In", P • 1 1 6 
2 . "A I ,i f e of Da.n g er", p . 406 
!, 
I· 
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3 . "Hov' ':: 'h ree P i e c es of JEusi c c e.me to be Writ ten", 4 3 0 1 
D . Pro s e ancl J' o etr v - 51 
...__ 
New York , L . w . S inger Com:pP.ny , 1 930 
-~--~ 
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1 . "Yiood en Shoes of L ittl e <7olff ", p . 6 0 II 
2 .• 11 E8.st of the Sun 2 n d '?.rest of the jiJ:oon" , p . 309 
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Chicago, The John C. Winston Company, 1940 
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2 . "Dr . Doolittle and the I 'ira t e s" , :P • 19? 
3 . "A J . .[ola.sses Ca~k e S tory 11 , :P • 279 
4 . "lbrcos in the City", p . 2.94 
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2 . "Ho,;;r Tvv-o I de 2.s J-.Ta de the Rc.d lros.d 11 , p . 1 68 
3 . " Subway Trc:lins" , p . 1 8 7 
4. "Grizzly Bears~, P • 215 
5 . "A Tree Climbing Job", p . 305 
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2 . "Tom, Yv1'lo m2.o e t he Princess Laugh " , p . 67 
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2 . "Windy Ni ght", Robert Louis S tevenson , p . 65 
4. "Appleseed John" , Lydi a Mari a. Chil<i , p . 9 2 
5. 11 0ld Su.san" , vValter De La l:Iare , P • 99 
6. "The Boy a nd the Sheep", J a ne Taylor, p . 1C6 
7 . 11 Li ttle vVhi te I,ily" ' r;i®orge ]\.[ac Donald , P • 111 
s . "Nobody Knows 11 , Helen Coale Cre~!'r , p . 113 
III . Music 
S ongs of 1./La.ny L a nds 
Boston , Ginn and Company, 194 3 
1 . " S t ories of Travel", p . 1 8 
2 . "Wha.t Will You Do? 11 , p. 34 
3 . " Se e W1"lat Gra c e" , P• 50 
4 . " S ong of the };Iiners" , P • 75 
5 . "'.:.'hen I am a Uan 11 , P • 103 
6 . "The Tre,m Ride " , P • 1 2 9 
7 . " lfl:oon of Silve-r W1'1i te", p . 1 60 
8 . "The ]!fay Que en" , p . 163 
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Guiding Principles for Improving Vuice 
1. Voice refers to the volume, pi ten ::md. quality of 
an individual's s~ eech. 
II. Effective and economica l use of the vo i ce mus t be 
based on proper use of the physical menhanism. Th e 
teacher should understa nd however, not only t he 
part played by ea ch of the vocal organs but also the 
interrelati<Dn between physical and emotional states 
and their resulting ef fect up on the voice mechanism. 
III. Effective voice usage involtves: 
A. The ability to use adequate volume eo t hat the 
child can be easily heard. 
B. 'lhe abiliLY to use a pitch level which is apl;ro-
pri a te for the age and size of the cn~id. 
c. The abl::)..ity to use a pleasing v oi ce quality. 
D • .L he abi lity to use r ate , phrasing a nd_ duration of 
t one to be unders t ood easily. 
E . The abi lity to expr ess meaning t h r ougb. vari a tions 
of pitch, volu~e and durati on of tone. 1 
11 Skills ;::md Ins t r uction in Speech Work ", Tenth Conference 
on Elementary Education, Boston Universi ty , July 1 ~49, 
P• 39 . 
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PROCEDURE F'OR T:B:IJ. CHI NG VO CAL :SASE 
I. Efi' e cti ve v oice producti on requires relaxation o f the 
throat muscles . Voc al ease provide s the basis for an 
app ropri ate pitch l evel and pleasing voi ce quality. 
II . Step s in developing vocal e ase: 
l 
A. The devel opment of p ois e r:.n d. self-confidence , whi ch 
c an occur concurrent l y throughout the spe e ch i m-
provemen t pro grarn. 
B . The development of bodi:W relaxation through exercise's . 
of the type u sed in phy s ical education. 
C. The devel opment of an awareness o f producing voice 
l 
while the throat iB r el axed. 
Pronovost, loc. cit. 
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SUG~TEST.B,"'D :LESSON PLAN FOR TEACHING VOCAL EASE 
OBJECTIVE 
To dev elop in t hese chi l dren of gr ade i'our , the 
realiz;;:.ti on that voice should b e p r oduced while using as 
relaxed a throat a s possibl e . This enab l e s one to g ain 
app ropriate pitch level and pleasin g voice qual ity. 
1. Exercise: Re l axation add Flexib i l ity , Physic~l 
II 
Education Iviethods f or Elemen tary School~~ 
Philadelphia, W. B. Saunders Comp any, 1949, pp/ 59-60 
2 . Song and Rhythnilc Activity: Song sung to tune of 
"Till We Meet Againn, with following words and ac-
tions being tau ght by rote. 
3. Story: 11 How to b e Rested f or Work and Play" , 
Healthful Ways, New Yo rk, ~[ acHil:L an Company, 1941 
pp . 32-41 
I PROCEDURE 
A. Sug,?;est ed App roach f o:c t h e Tea cher: 
This lesson p l ap is d e signed to sh ovr :'::low voc 2l 
ease can b e developed duri n g wo rk in phys ic a l 
education &.J.d heal th in geners1 . 
1. One way of gaining r elaxation f or the children 
in t he upp er g r ades i s to do an exercise 
pre t ending t hey :::..re wh e a t stalks in a whe at 
'-.,) t>J• C:·· 
field. After the grain rip ens it begi n s to 
bend as i f e a ch stalk were sayin~ g6od-bye to 
the next as it knows it will soon be picked 
and hence be part ed from its fr i end . 
The exercise mi ght ;xo as fo l lows: 
1. Stand with the feet pointin3 straight for-
'v ard and slightly separated. Helax the 
upper trunk forw ard a:.il.d dmm.vrard, b ending 
frmn the hips , r e laxing the arms and fin:_~ ers 
and allowing the head to han::; dmm. freely, 
re1 easing tension i n the back of the necl{, 
upper back 2n d in the shoulders. 
2. Allow the lmees to f l ex or b end slight l y. 
Bounc e several times b efore rising to a good 
standing position again . 
3. If the muscles of "che Oacl<:: of the legs need 
stretching , the knees should reNain strai ght . 
'l'his exercis e may then be repeated having ch ildren 
say the movements in s l ow, relaxed t ones as: 
11 Relax trunk, bend downward , bow head, etc., ·• 
Then have them do the s sme exercise ar~ain only 
faster with a definite count. The children wil l 
do the coc.mting and will notice the tense feelin g 
in the throat in contrast to the previous feelin g 
of r e l axa tion. Have different children pra c ti ce 
leading the group alternating b e tween the r elaxed 
i 
I 
t 
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li 
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and tens e forms to ·give ch ildren practi ce in 
experiencing the s ame. 
Check corre ct position: There should b e con~lete 
r elaxation o f the he :::. d wi th the top of the head 
bent toward the fl oor unless the b e_ck muscles Ere 
unusually short and t ense. Do not push the he ad 
dovm. 
B. Here may come 2. rhythri1i c activity put to music des ign-
ed so t he chi l d r en le a rn that voice may b e produced 
whi l e the b ody is complet e l y relaxed. Chil dr en sing 
following words · to tune of "Till We Meet Ae; sin 11 snd 
do motions as indicated vvhile sing L11g in order to 
maintain a r elaxed voic e . 
l. 11 Smile awhile , snd g ive your f a ce a rest 
Chil dren s mile 
2. Sit up straigh t :o>nd eas e you r weary chest 
Sit up straig_ht and tall 
3. Stretch your hands up to the sk y 
Stretch slowly as hi gh as they can 
4. While you wa tch t hem with your eye 
Bend head ba ck a s f ~1 r as possible, slowly 
5. Touch your toes; it re ally will not hurt 
Bend over ru1.d touch toes ( Still seated) 
6. Then l ean backVI/ ::>_r d, forw e.rd a.s you were 
Place h ands on hips ~md do e.s song says 
7. Give y ou r h and to so meone near 
Extend h 8nd t o person in next ais l e 
8. Sh&2.-\:e his/her hand and smile -~ 
Do as song s a ys. 
II 
I! 
l 
l 
C. Clas-s might then read the story in their Healthful 
Ways book which will tell the childr en how to get 
along '\vell with their friends by being "Rested for 
Work and Play." p. 32. "After Mary Jane had cleaned 
her teeth and had taken a. warm bath, she o:pened the 
window and turned out the light. There was no moon 
to look at tonight, but she saw the stars looking 
down at her in their friendly way and the old pine 
tree nodding its branches sleepily. 
The room was dark a nd cool and quiet now. Mary 
Jane stretched out comfortably and went right to 
sleep." P• 37 
All pretend that you are Mary Jane and show how you 
would prepare to get ready for a good night's rest. 
II. Correlation with other subjecte. 
A. Science: A study of the world about us and how 
nature rea cts in a most friendly way to 
make our world liveable. Children could 
portray the wind blowing , bend like blades 
. of grass in a rainstorm, relax and 
stretch under the warming r ays of the 
friendly sun etc •. 
B.Social Studies: A unit on Children of Other Lands wi 
the emphasis on friendliness. Perhape the 
cThass might learn one rhythmic activity or 
S7 
c. i'.iiusic: Many songs on Pr iendliness m:lgh.t b e studied. 
D. Art: 
Also th ose portraying healthful EJ.ctiviti es such 
as 11 A Sleepy Song 11 , S~_ng of :;:,~ ru'"!:y_-:,<'?.nds, pp .l80 1 
which is a Swedish fo lk sone; and al so a r est-
ful one. 
Draw p ictures of chil dren doing restful 
o .. c ti viti es such as swinging in a hammock, 
floating in t he wate r a t the beach, etc •• 
E. Poetry: Let chi ldren find their own poems which they 
think woul d b e good for relaxation. 
F. Language : Children ~1mst write a few senten ces to 
describe how they thi nk the poem that they 
hav.e chosen m:Lght b e made to f'i t into the 
work be i ng studied. 
G. Spelling: Hold cl ass responsible for the correct sp ell-
ing of such words as: relax, nap, roll, 
swimming , sink, wave, weak, etc.,. 
H. Reading: Any stories connect ed wi th children working 
or playing toge ther such as 11 How Andy Helped 
his Teamn Til?le~ .. and Pl ac es op. cit., pp . 43-50• 
Children may act out 2ny of th ese stories 
which lend themselves to dramatization. 
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Chica go , 'l'he John C. Winston Comp any, 1 940 
1. "Hov.r We..ddles Jr. Learned to Swim", p . 1 940 
2 . "Pe·ter' s Ar k s 11 , p . 1 86 
3 . "Juan's Christma s P in0.t a ", p . 2 02 
9 B. Let's Look Around- 3· 
1T ey;r York , 1'!I2.cMillan Co:mp2ny, 1 942 
1. "Bing o e .. n d the .An g r y Rooster", p . 3 
2 . " Th e Portra it", p. 159 
3. "The iN"ater Buff e.lo' s Bath", p. 26? 
C. Times and P l a ces - Basic Reader 4 
Ch icago, Scott, F oresman and Company , 1942 
1. "The Neighborhood Needle", P • 6? 
2 . "A Boy and His :Book", p . 94 
3 . 11 Rac1io Rescv.e ", p. 116 
L1..:. 11 Th e Princes s 1;vlJ.o Couldn 't Cry", p . 188 
D. ChilQ_§~.9TY Rea ders - Lt2 
Chicago, Lyons and Carnahan Company, 1 942 
1. "Dinah , the Sly Calf", p. 13 
? . • "The Trav eling Cloak", p . ?4 
New York, T .~v/ . Singer Compa ny , 1 9 :Z.n 
1. " Golcl. in the Orchard", p. 13 
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2 . "Tom wh o made the Prince13s Laugh", P• 6? 
3 . "The Fog Warning", P• 148 
4. "The Bell of Atri", p. 3?0 
5. "The Song of the Lark", p. 463 
II. P_pet;ry 
A.The Poetry Bo ok 
Chicago-, Rand JYicNally c·ompany, 1926 
1. "The Height of the Ridiculous", o.w. Holmes , p. 2 
2 . "The Land of Nod" , Robert L. Stevenson, p. 33 
3 . "Appleseed John", Lydia Ch ild, p. 92 
B. Prose and Poetry 
New York , L . w. Singer Company , 1930 
1 . "The Wi ndmill", Henry w. Longfe llow, p. 258 
2 . "The Scarecrow", Celia Thaxter, p. 486 
3 . "Chanti cleer", Celi a Thaxter, p. 49? 
III . 1Jiusic 
Songs of Many Lands 
Boston, Ginn a nd Company , 1943 
1. "By Sweet Waters", p. 65 
2 . "Hungari an Dance", P• 66 
3. "Indi an Lullabye", p. 9? 
4 . "Slumber Song" , P• 1?4 
5. nA Sleepy Song", P• 180 
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SUGGESTED LESSON PLAN F'OR 
DEVELOPI NG ADEQUATE VOLUME 
the situation. Th erefore this l esson is to show children of 
grade four how to develop a suitable vo l ume. 
MATERIALS 
1. Song : 11 The Rabbit's Nest~ The Music Hour, New York, 
Silver Burdett Comp any, 1947, pp. 132-133. 
2. Story: 11 The Wizard of Vilvilleu, Times and Places, 
Chicago, Scott Foresman and Company, 1942,ppl68-181. 
3. Song and Dance: "The Burmy Hop. 11 
PROCEDURE 
1. Suggested Approach for the teacher. 
A. This lesson would be taken as a part of a 
fourth gr ade study on animals and their 
adaptation for winter r:md summer conditions. 
This story would be i n cluded as a change from 
f actual material and gives the children a 
chance to escape from the r e al to the 
ridiculous for a short whi l e. 
B. Relaxation for Vocal Eas e. 
Teacher mi ght suggest: 11Let 's all pretend that 
we are rabbits for a few minut es. First let's 
stoop down and touch our toes and we'll all hop 
while pretending that we are looking for a place 
to sleep. Now we get tired of hopping and all 
stop and look around. This looks like a pretty 
nice place to take our rest so let's get com-
fortable. As a matter of fact, we get so com-
fort able that we fall off to sleep . 
c. Teacher may then say: 
"Here is a song about a rabbit which you m.i ght 
enjoy; it is not i n your books so I'll have to 
teaoh it to you by rote. 11 Teacher gives them 
11 The Rabbit's Nest tt , The lVIusic :gour, pp. 132-133. 
1 . Children learn the song : 
ui h ave found t he nest of a r abbit, 
But t he r ab-bit was not there . 
He h e.d t aken bed and covers, 1 
Left his sleeping p l ace quite bare. lj' 
Fun-ny bun-ny! I c~~ never seem to find 
him, 
Though I'm looking everywhere . 
If I ever found a wee rabbit, 
All curled up i n s l eepin g gr ace. 
If I woke him very gentl y, 
Would he stop to wash his f a ce? 
Fun-ny bun-ny! I can never seem to find ' 
him, 
Though I search everyplace." 
2. Isolate phrases such as :Funny bunny and 
rep eat them r ather quickly at first. Then 
repeat ·holding on to the vowel in each word 
1 
thus making it slower but also increasing 
92 
II 
I 
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.the vo 1 um.e. 
1· 
II. Reading 
Teacher might sugsest: 
1. 11 In your Times a.Dd Pl ace s book there is a story a-
bout a very different kind of a rabbit. Let 's 
all open our books to pp . 168 and re ad together 
wh at she thinks about them in no uncertain terms. 
Could any of you t ell me the type of volume 
which a woman of this type mi ght be apt to us e ? 
Ch.t ldrens 1 repl y is, "loud. 11 
3. On the ot her hfu~d what woul d you expect from a 
me ek, timid little rabbit? 
Childrens 1 reply i s, 11 soft. 11 
Therefore if this is the case, while we are 
re ading "Aunt ie Gr um.ble 1 s 11 part in the story 
let's read it with a loud voic e . Every time 
the rabbit spe ak s let us spe a.~ softly just a s 
we i magine a r abbit would if he were able to t al~~' 
4. Children read for a few pages, t hen te acher ex-
plains that: 11We had a lesson on words in 
ital ics. Can anyone te l l me what one should do 
when reading such a word or group of words? 11 
I 
-~---
'[ 
Children say, llpush harder, make louder or 
emphasize." 
"Bearing this in mind let us read these words a 
little l ouder than thmse in b old type and also 
remember to re act in the same manner that Auntie 
Grumble d id when she s aw the wizard 1 s powe r 
coming true as she shouts: 
11 Gizzick! Gizzock! Gizzock! 
Ugh, Rabbits all over the house like this! 
Eee~ Eee! Eeeee! 
Yipe-Yipe! Me ow- Meow! Ffft-Ffftl and 
Bow-wow-wow!' 
Wonderful-Wonderful!n 
III. C-G.rrel at ion vlith other subjects. 
I. 
I 
I 
II 
I 
A. Science: A study on the habits of rabbits and h ow 11 
1: they prot ect ~hemselves from their 
II 
enemies. Here may b e mentioned some of I 
the enemi es of the rabbit and the 
children may i mi t ate t hese animal voices. 1 
B. Social Studies: A study on how man trained animals I 
II 
II 
I 
to work for him [md to become hi s pets. 
Chi l dren may react as an untamed animal 
might using t heir voices to show animals ·· I 
rebellion against authority and t h en !· 
~ontrast it with those animals who have 
been trained and t amed and ne ed no 
longer use volume to show independence. 
C. l'Iusic: Te t,_ch the song and dance , nThe Bunny Hop 11 and 
h s.ve children do it around t h e cl assroom in time 1 
D. Art: 
to the music. Al so f or music appreci ation the 
record 11 Animal Fair" mi ght be played b y Burl 
Ives. (In Malden Public Library # Co. :MJi(-59) 
Art Apprec i at ion, :rGirl with Cat", Paul Hoecker 
(Perry Picture Company, Mal den li 1068) 
E. Poe t ry : Have children consult any anthol ogy of poet ry 
to find p oems about ani mal s. 
F. Langu o:e; e : Each chi l d pretends that he is a diff erent 
anirnal and writ e s a l etter t o another telling 
what his life is like. Be sure to incl ude the 
various nois es m8.de by the speci f ic animal. 
G. Spell ing : Chi l dren s houl d know how to spell such words 
are v ery f as t b reeders multiplication problems 
involving r abb its may be devised. 
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I. S tories From Rea ding Bobks 
1. "Timothy a h d Li s Eo ther", u . 1 
2 . "Juan's Christrna.s P i na,t a ", :P • 2 02 
3 . "A Noisy ]•T.ar k et", p . 218 
B . Let 's Look Around - 32 
].1! ew York , l!IacliEi ll a n Compa.ry , 1 n .~2 
1. "Adventure of t he Vio o dl.,~ i"ms ", p. 74 
2. "Th e Very Untidy Country" , p . ;82 
3 . "Th e Three Golden Apples ", :p . 223 
4 . "A Holasses Ca.'ke Stor;r", p . 278 
5. " The Timi d Truck 11 , p . 327 
C.Times. a nd Places - Ba~i c Reader 4 
Ch icago, Scot t , F oresma n 8.nc Comp8ny, 1 94? 
I 
1. "Vihiskers Stea ls t h e Sh ow", p. 16 
2 . "How Andy Helped 1Iis Te2.m", p .; 43 
3. "Ha sty Pudding ", :p . 74 
4 . "Steam Come s Upriver", :p . 1 06 
5. 11 A Cam:9 in the Ca nyon", p . 2 64 
D.Ch ild Story Beaders - 42 
Ch icago , Lyohs Em d Carnaha n Company, 1942 
1. "l h'. I\Ionk a n d King Tuml:lo" , p . 58 
2 . "Th e Indians and the Jack-0-Lantern", p . 90 
3 . "Are you Starve d for Sunligh t", p . 279 
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E . Prose and Poetry - 51 
New Yo r k , L. w. Singer Company , 1930 
1. "Gra ce Darling", p . 20 
2 . "Wil l iam Tell", P• 28 
3 . "Apollo a n d the Laur el", p . 40 
4. "Tom, VTho made the Princess Le..u gh", P • 67 
II. P oetry 
Th e Poetry Bo ok 
Ch icago, Rand, 1':IcNa l1y , Company, 1926 
l. "A Strange, Wild S ong ", Lewis Ca rroll, p. 4 
2 . "Fa iryr:1 en 11 , Sybil ]!Iorf ord", p. 22 
3 . "Vlhat Spoiled t h e :Fa t Pie", Vv . Harris, p. 76 
4. "The Coming of S:c- ring ", Nor ?.~ P erry, p. 81 
5. "S1eepin' Out", Rooert v. Ca rr, p. 96 
III. ]£usi c 
Songs of :Many Lm. ds 
'-!~:Boston, Ginn and Compan y , 1943 
1. "Home on the Range 11 , :p. 3 
2 . "Hungari an Dance", p . 66 
3. "Ind i a n I Jp.l1 a,by", I1• ' 97 
4 . " The Mouser", P• 156 
5 . "A Sleepy Song ", :p . 180 
6 . "All Th r ou gh the Night", P• 1 84 
7. "For the Beauty of the Earth", P• 184 
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SUGGESTED LESSON' .!:'LAN :B'OE DE'V-:ELOPING RATE 
I NVOLVI NG PHRASI NG .AliD DU?..AT ION' OF 'l~01T.E . 
GE NERAL OBJECTIVES 
a. To develop the ability to apply the difference in 
rate prGperly as the s i tua.t~ on demands. 
b. To develop the ability to use adequate duration · 
of tone as the situation requires. 
SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES 
a. To develop an awareness in differences in rate. 
b. To develop the ability ta hold on to eounds. 
c. To develop the ability to le t sounds go. 
d. To develop the ability to put t h ese sounds together 
in words and phrases smoothly. 
e. To develop the ability to notice t h e di f ferences in 
loudness and softness called for by the specific 
word. 
MATERIALS TO BE USED 
1. Poem: "Jack Frost", Child Library Readers~-- Book Three, 
Elson, W.H., Chicago, Scott, Foresman and Co, P• 2 
2. Song: "The Storm King'', New Music Horizon~~_New York, 
SilTer Burdett Company, 1945, pp. 60-61 
PROCEDURE 
1. Suggested approach for the teacher 
This lesson would be following a discuss ion on t h e 
various forms of precipitation mentioned in a science 
-== ----
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class. 
A. Read the poem t.O the children us1ng as much 
expressi on and vari at i on in r a te as possible. 
Then type out each verse of the poem and give 
each child a different verse. (Number verses 
so that t h e children will know when t o read) . 
Have children go t h rough the poem reading only 
their respective :parts. Tak e the first verse 
and h c:;.ve it read over. Put it on the board. 
Ask children to decide which word·s in that 
stanza go together or sound better said to-
gether than said apart. 
Children might mention, "Silver-\'l.rhi te" 
Teacher, "Should these words be said loudly 
or softly? Fast· or Slow? Why? Take 
the second verse and do the eame." 
In this verse, however, at the end of the 
line there is no punctuat1on and the next 
thi ~d 
lin ~ 
must be read with it to convey t h e meaning. 
Probably du.ri ng the reading the child will 
follow the tendency to stop a t the end of the 
line. Here 1s an excellent opp ortunity to ex 
plain how these words must be "tied" together 
to make them sound right. Thie is done by 
not stopping between words. Now do the same 
99 
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for. the third verse and "tie" the words at the 
end of the first line together such ae: "hills 
Nor fields" 
Now do the eame for the fourth and fifth verses. 
(Note: Here, assuming that volume has already 
been taught, would come an excellent op-
portunity for a review of t h e same.) 
Teacher, 11 How should stanza five be read? Why? 
What words just look as though they should 
be pronounced eoftly? 11 
"ga.u·zy wings", "Herds of cows" 
"Creeping softly" 
In the last etanza point out that lines one end two 
muet "tie" together and linee three and four must 
also be tied together. 
Example: "window pane, lovely things" 
FURTHER PROCEDTJF..E 
1. Ae a measure of further reviewing duration of tone, 
take each of the phrases that have been mentioned and 
eeparate them into words. Perhaps each child can be 
given a slip of paper with a word on it such as the 
following: a, silver 
b. soft 
c. crept 
d. slow 
--------
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e. ga.uzy 
f. riding 
g. ehining etc. 
Have each child practice eaying his particular word fast 
then slowly to see if thereJ !ts any difference in the mean-
ing. Take the phraees themselves once more and have them · 
read with the new rate the children have discovered. It 
might be notic ed at thie point alwaye it is the most impor-
ta.nt words that are in each phrase wb.ich ha ve been given 
to the children to study and practice. This is done eo that 
he will tend to pay more attention to the neceeeity for 
va.riation on these "key" words. Perhaps one of the children 
Ir.i ght notice this fact and if not, the teacher could call 
attention of the class to the fa.ct that we say the unimpol? -
tant words rather quickly in ~rder to get on to the major 
idea and so the listener will know . the idea of sentence or 
the difference between the major and minor parte of the eame. 
2. After. this idea has been taught, perhaps the children might 
like to play a little phrase game. The eame slips of paper 
may be used with · the phra ses typed up('.ln them. The teacher 
will mix them up and the children will ta,ke turne choosing 
a phrase. If the phrase is said correctly from the stand-
point of putting ea.ch word together and has variations in 
loudnese and softness, the cla,ss, being the judge, then the 
child may place a marker on any device desi gned for this 
purpose. 
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III. Correlati on with other subjects. 
A. Science: A further study could be made of the 
differences between rain, snow, hail, slee 
and frost. 
B. Social Studies: A study of the earth's cold belts. 
The people and th~ir habits. 
c. Music: Any song on wi ntertime in general such ~s, 
"The Storm King" , New Music Hori zone, Me 
Conathy and others, N.Y., Silver Burdett, 
Fourth Book, 1945, pp. 60-61 
D. Art: Paint pictures of the p oem to illustrate some 
of the more pictur ·eq.tre · phrases. Also a 
lesson on cutting out snowflakes from 
tissue paper mi ght be taught at this time. 
E. Language: Have the children make a summary of t he 
poem to give them further experience in 
choosing the most important factors • 
. ~. Spelling: Hold class responsible for such words as: 
gauzy, silver, knights, slept , penciled 
crept, etc. 
G. Arithmetic: A Lesson on figures might be taken at 
t his time. Example: squares, trapazoids, 
triangles, hexagons .~,. pentagons etc to 
show the differ ent forms frost .or even 
snowflakes might t ake. 
I, 
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.JACK FROST 
1 The door was s hut, as doors s hould be, 
Befor e you went to bed last ni ght; 
Yet Jack Frost has _got in, yciu see, 
And left your window silver-white. 
2 He must have waited. till you slept ; 
And not a single word. he spoke, 
But penci~ed o'er the panes , and crept 
Away again before y ou wok e. 
3. And now you cannot see the hills 
Nor fielde t hat stretch beyond the l ane; 
But there are fairer things than these 
His fingers traced on every pane. 
4. Rock s and castles towering high; 
HilJ_s and dales and streams and fields; 
And knights in a.rinor riding by, 
Carrying their silver shields . 
5. And here are little boa ts, and there 
Big ships with s a ils s pread to the breeze; 
And yonder, pa lm trees waving fair 
On islands set in silver s eae. 
·I I 
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6. And butter-flies with gauzy wings; 
And herds of cows and f_;tock s of sheep ; 
And fruit and flowers and all the things 
You see when you are sound asleep. 
7. For creeping softly underneath 
The door when all the lights are out, 
J"ack Frost takes every breath you breathe, 
And knows the things you think about. 
8, He paints them on the ~dndow-pane 
1 
In fairy lines with frozen steam ; 
And when you wake, you see again 
1 The lovely things you saw i n dream. 
---Gabriel Setoun 
Child Library Readers, Book Three, Chicago, Scott, Foresman 
Company, 1943, p. 28 
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MATE...."UALS FOR FUTURE LESSONS 
I . Stories From Reading Books 
A. Farawav Ports - 31 
Ch icago, Th e John c. ·winston Cor.Qp a ny , 1940 
1. "1li ckey's House", p . 62 
2 . "Wild Bird a nd Ani ms,ls", p . 89 
3 . 0 A Story of Long Ago ", p . 114 
B . Let's Look Arou nd - 32 
:New York , 1.lac1lill~n Company , 1942 
1. "Fa milia r Friend s ", p . 41 
2 . "Lot or, the Washer" , p . 29 · 
3. 11 0l d Time S fu ools" , p . 52 
4 . "Adv entures of the Woodla 1ms 11 , p . 74 
5 . "The Su r prise", P • 103 
c. Times a nd Fh c es - Basic Reader 4 
Ch icago , Scott, F oresman and Company , 1942. 
1. 11 \illhen the Lights Failed ", p . 158 
2 . " Th e Wizard of Vilville 11 , p . 168 
3 . " T"h e Hu ckabuck Family ", p. 1 8 2 
4 . "CY:ri s t ma.s · i n A l e.slm." , p . 25 3 
D. Ch ild S tory Read er s - 42 
Ch icago, Lyons and Ca n 2.ha.n Compa ny, 1942 
1. "The P irates of :Belle River" , p . 21 
2 . "Gra ndfa t h er ' s Priz e Pi g ", p . 28 
3 . " The :Buffalo Hunt ", p . 35 
4 . "Different Ways for Travel", p . 15 0 
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E. Prose and Poetry - 51 
New York, L. 1Y. Singer C()rn.pany, 1930 
1. "Ali Baba and the For:ty Thieves", P• 173 
2. "Jason and the Golden Fleece", p. 198 
/3. "Knights of the Silver Shield", p. 287 
4. ''The Sunken City", p. 230 
5. "Pippa Paeses", p. 277 
II. Poetry 
The Poetry Book 
Chicago, Rand, Me Nally Company, 1926 
1. "Book Houses", Annie F. Johnson, :P• 1 
2 .• "What to Look For", Alice Cary, p. 9 
3. "My Dog", John K. :Bangs, p. 10 
4. "A Man of Words", Old Folk Rhyme, p. 25 
5. "Romance", Gabriel Seteun, p. 35 
6. "The Rivulet", Lucy Larcom, p. 117 
III. :Music 
Songs of Many Lands 
Boeton, Ginn and Company, 1943 
1. "Dixie", P• 6 
2. "Night Herding Song", p. 9 
3. "If I had Wings", p. 12 
4. "Our Trip", p. 26 
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SUGGESTED LESS ON PLAN FOR 
VARIETY OF PITCH 
OBJECTIVE 1 
To make the children aware of the difference in pitch 
and the role this difference plays in making t.he 
speaker more effective. 
MATERIALS TO BE USED: 
1. Reading: "The Air, The Earth, and the Moon", The Great 
Idea and Other Stories, Gi nn and Company, 1943, p. 113 
2. Ga.me: Music La dd.er Game 
3. Song: "Below and Above", Songs of Many Lande! Boston, 
I 
Ginn and Company, 1943, p. 17 
PROCEDURE 
1. Suggested Approach for the Teacher 
This would be taught after a social studies lesson on 
the sun cmd rroon' s effect upon the climate of di f f-
erent places in the world. 
a. Children play the Ladder Game, wherein the notes of 
the scale are arranged in ladderlik e fashion and 
t h e children must ascend or descend as t h e teacher 
points to the no~e s he wants them t o. s1ng. Teacher 
purp osely includes octa~e jumps. 
b. Children learn · the above mentioned song f1rst by 
syllables. Teacher points out that in some places 
there is almo st an octave jump and the cla ss 
------_;=::;._ --~ 
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practices jumping from the high D to low F and 
conversely, sweeping their voicee up from low F 
to high D. 
c. Here the teacher shows that not only notes may 
differ in pitch but alec that every person's voice 
is at a different pitch level. 
a. Have the children pl ay a game where one may 
eing in any pitch, "How are you?"; another 
child must sing back, "I am fine" using the 
eame pitch as the child who asked the question. 
d. Children learn the words to the song while the 
teacher pointe out that some words in it which 
are eung in a high pitched voi ee just ha,ppen to be 
words which might be spoken in a high pitched 
voice. Suggest the fact that some y;ords seem to 
indicate the pitch at w1··ich they are to be spoken, 
For example: 
Song: 
1. above 1. below 
2. over 2. under 
3. high 3. low 
4. up 4. down 
5. ascend 5. descend 
"Warm, warm underground 
Tiny creatures may be found; 
Where the swallows neet in hollows, 
~J ere the beetlee play a-round, 
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Warm war m undergrounc. 
Tiny cr eatures may be found. 
High, high, in . the trees 
Robins sail on leafy seas . 
There the singing boats go winging, 
Going a.ny-where .they please. 
High,_ high, in the tr ees 
Robins s ail on leafy seas. 
!I FURTHE.R PROCEDURE ~~~ 
1. Children read t h e story, "The Air, the Earth and 
the Moon. 11 
a,. They o.o so keeping in mind the factor men- · 
tioned above. Children, with little aid from 
the teacher should be able to make their 
o~m observations as to the nature of pitch 
changes. 
b . Play a word ga.me 
II I 
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1. List phrases and have chi ldren tell whether I 
the pitch would more likely be high or low. 
(These phrases may "b e taken from the story 
of the previous les son) Such as: 
a. afraid to fly higher 
b. ae you go up 
c. t han there is down 
d. when the sun is setting 
e. drift slowly down 
f. rocks, hi.lls and h i gh mountains. 
III. Correlation with other subjects. 
A. Science: At this point, lessons on the earth, 
, . 
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c. Music-
D. Art-
- _.=...:=;:: ______ ._:.... 
the moon cmd the sun could be taken. An 
excellent source book should be, Discovering 
Our World, Chic a,go, Scott, Foresman and 
Company, 1947 
Any number of songs may be studied for con-
trasting p1tch var1a~ces. 
Children must draw pictures of different ar-
ticiee t hat go up and others vrrhich come down. 
Eiita.mple: airplanes, submarines, swings etc. 
E. P0etry- Many p oems can be fou~d about any of the 
afore mentioned articles and the children all 
may read several of these to gain more ex-
perience in practicing pitch changes. 
F. La,nguage-Teacher may give class a topic euch ae, 
"Ups and Dcfwns" and aek the children to write 
a etory about it interpreting it in any way 
they see fit. The only stipulation being 
t hat the story must be sprinkled li~erally 
wi th "up" and "down" words. 
G. Spelling-Hold class responsible for such word ae: 
mountains, dri f t, afraid, higher , as cend, 
descend, swinging, digging etc. May also have 
a s pelling bee ·wherein the child who gets a 
word which def'in1·tely denotes a -lm11r pitch 
must use this pitch while spelling it. 
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I. Stories Fr om R eading Books 
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A. Far away Port s - 31 
Ch icago, 'The John C. Winston Company, 1940 
1 . "Osca r, t he Traine d Seal", p . 36 
2 . "I c a n Swim" , p . 33 
3. "Ring for t h e P orter" , p. 49 
4 . "Tom ' s Sur prise", p . 146 
? 
B. Let's Look Around - 3 
New York, Ha cmillan Compcmy , 1942 
1. "The Sto•naways", p . 119 
2 . "Th ree 11Jie a ls Shorten t h e Day", p . 171 
3 . "Dr. Do olittle and the Pira tes", p . 187 
4. "The Three Golden Appl es", p . 223 
5. "Playing Airpl<me", p . 340 
C. Times and Places - Bas ic Rea der 4 
Ch icag o, Scott, Foresma..n a.n c. Compa>ny, 1942 
1. "How Andy Helped His Team 11 , . P • 43 
2 . "A Camp in t h e Canyon 11 , P• 264 
3 . "Joa n of Arc 11 , P• 36 0 
D. Ch ild Storv Readers - 42 
Ch icago, Lyons c:md Carn2.ha.n Compm1y, 194 2 
1 . "Th e Buffalo Danc es ", P • 35 
2 . 11 The Legend of the Cheyennes", P • 44 
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3 . "A Do g t hFJ. t F l ev'! over U.te 1\orth P ole", p . 52 
4 . "A Tree Cli m.b ing Job ", p . 305 
E ~ d Tio etrv - 51 -1 . r r ose cJn .J.. 
}!e'N York, L . W. Singer Comp8.ny, 1930 
1. 11 The Golden Touch" , p . l 
2 .• "Woo den Shoes of Little Wolff", p . 6 0 
3 . "The Hors e Fair", p . 219 
II II. F o etry 
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A. P oetry Book 
Ch icago, Rand, J;,~acNaJ_ly CoF.p any, 1926 
l 11 T' n TT . 11 d H-ill" "' · S Gi ffo d 
_ . . .LJ a n l ;::-_.n _ a . .J.. .- , .r 8.nn1 e 1 • : . _- _ _ r , P• 118 
2 . " iCy liea.rt' s in t 11e 1-~. i gl1.J_-8J'1cl ", 1:-: . :::urns, p . 79 
3 . "Th e S ong Spar .::-ov,rrr, Henr y V an Dy l:e, p . 83 
:E . Prose a nd F oP-t r y 
New York , L . W. Singer COXIT];JP.DY' 1 930 
1. "The Owl Criti c 11 , J~J:les T . F i e l ds , P • 121 
2 . "Th e Singi:1g L e<:wes 11 , .J~"mes. H. Lov:el l , P • 1 35 
3 . "Little Bell" , Thomas \Vestv;rood, P • 448 
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S on r;~ s of Mamr L ::=mds 
Boston, Ginn and Com;·· c.my, 1943 
1. "0, Columb i R. the Gem 11 , p . 2 
2 . 11 Night Herding S ong ", p . 9 
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SUGGESTIONS FOR VOCAL EXPRI~SSIVENESS 
Vocal expreseiveneee ie the ability to express mean-
ing through variati?ns of pitch, volume and duration of 
tonee. An ideal situation wherein a child must do this is 
in reading or acting out a play. (Do thi e only after above 
mentioned ekille have been taught.) The play choeen here is 
"The Gold!ln Goose", Let' e Look Around, Gl!ltee and Ayer, Mac-
millan Company, PP• 242-254. 
PROCEDURE 
A. There are several parts enough for a skillful teacher 
to give a different part to each child and then to 
vary them in Act II to get different vocal resp8nses 
as the part requiree. 
Example: The old man in one scene might be the crying 
princess in another. 
Alec the teacher might try casting a child in a role 
where he might find difficulty in adjusting. 
Example: The part of the shrewd wife might be taken 
by a shy, withdrawn child. 
Another way of obtaining this expression ie, after 
having children share a com~on experience such as a 
field trip, etc., have them write up what they de-
rived from such a trip. Allow them to choose any in-
teres t ing or exciting incidents which they made note 
of. After this these st¢ries could be taken 8nd the mos 
descriptive and informative ones could be read to others 
in the class while certain children try to act out the 
same. 
a. Perhaps the field trip was a. tour of a museum. 
The child could first make his voice sound like 
the guide as he pointed out various objects of 
interest in the museum. 
Child speake slowly at first then rushes a bit 
as if to he through lecturing by lunch time. 
Then he might describe the cool, restful stroll 
to the lake where the class stop~ed to eat iunch 
before returning to the museum. Here he might 
have noticed some ducks and quack in imitation 
of them. He might report on some games played 
immediately following lunch. Perhaps these games 
were rather lively and so he would have to 
employ adequate rate, volume and pitch to des-
cribRl them and later to describe how the class 
had to quiet down to get back into line before 
filing b ack to the busses. 
FURTHER PROCED1.1RE 
E. Children of this age should be able to and like to 
compose their own plays or playlets. They might be 
. ___ 5 
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given opportunities to do this nO\<T and then and the 
child ·who vJri tes each play has t h e responsibility of 
choosing t h e p ersons to portray his characters. In 
this way the children learn indirectly the effect a 
spea_ker has on a drar1atic role no matter hov,; sr~all. 
C. One other idea is to use t h e "Lady of the Bookshelf" 
""' theme, with several "Ladies" used for telling the story 
.... 
and perhaps quite a few crayon men in the background. 
The class may then vote on the one itrhich 1vas the best 
story teller and why she Vias voted as such. Not to 
exclude the gentlemen , the boys might then become the 
11 Gentlemen" of t he Bookshelf and the girl s ·Hill do the 
illustrating lrTi t h the same procedure being used • 
• 
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UNIT ON TRANSPORTAT ION 
TO SHOW CORRELATION 
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UNIT ON TR~SPORTATION 
OBJECTIVES 
GENERAL 
1. To develop w1thin t h e children a general knowledge 
of the fundamental intricacies of tre.nsport a tion. 
2 . To develop good listening ability . 
··3. To develop good speaking e,bility. 
SPECIFIC 
1. To develop within t h e children a desire to study 
about transportation and the uses of the s s.me. 
2 . l' o correlate speech vd "th several subject matter 
areas. 
3. To give the· children more opportunity to work, 
study and speak together. 
4. T~evelop within the children a feeling of the 
nearness of other peoples of the world with the 
limitless forme of transportation available. 
The f0llowing is a unit on transporta tion wherein 
will be contained a series of lesson plans which will 
correlate speech with the general unit topic, transportation. 
Each lesson plan shows how the sounds made by a specific 
form of tra.neportaion may be used ae the basis for a 
epeech leeson. 
r 
'I Planning poesi ble ways of introducing and getting the 
1\ children interested in the unit. 
'I I: A. Hang pictures around the room or on the bulletin 
I' board of varioue transportational vehicles starting · I 
,. 
1: from the man on foot to our most modern conveyances 
t to stimulate a desire to know more about the same. 
B. Fi l l ·-the room library with books about: 
1. Beasts of Burden 
2. The Dog Team 
3. The First Wheeled. Vehicles (Egypt) 
4. Ox Carts 
5. The CoTered Wagon 
6. The Stage Coach 
7. The Railway Train 
8. The Automobile 
9. The Ship 
10. The Airplane 
11. The Bus 
12. The Dirigible 
13. The Taxi 
14. The Truck 
15. The Horee 
16. The Bicycle 
17. The Motorcycle 
18. The Streetcar 
19. The Subway ete. 
I 
I~ 
'I 
I 
I. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I j, 
I. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I· 
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THE T SOUJ.ID 
FINAL 
OBJECTIVES 
A. TEACHER'S GE:NER.AL 
1. To teach the final t ~ound. 
B. TEACHER'S SPECIFIC 
1. To get t he children to make the t sound correctly. 
2. To develop an awareness in the children that 
there is an explosion when this eound is made. 
3. To develop sk ill in makfng the sound so that there 
I 
I 
with a unit on transportaion. 
C. CHILDREN'S 
1. To eay a, p-oem _ 
2. To pretend t.o be a motorboat . 
3. To sing a s ong . 
4. To learn to say t distinctly . 
Jl 
I 
I 
\ 
I 
II 
1! 
II I 
·ll 
I: 
II 
I 
I 
SUBJECT MATTE'R 
THE MOTOR BOAT 
"I have a little motor boat 
It runs around the bay 
And when I etart my motor boat 
It alwaye seeme to eay: 
Putt-putt 
Putt-putt 
But when the boat is under way 
And_ running fast, it eeems to say: 
Putt-putt-putt-putt 
Putt-putt-putt-putt-putt-putt." 
1. Children sa.y, "putt-putt" 
3. Have the children perform a 
eimple experiment by put-
ting their wriste before t hei r 
lips when saying the word :putt. 
They should feel one small 
explosion for the J2 sound only 
as the final t in this word will 
be a.lmoet negligible. 
PROCEDURE 
1. Ask the children 
what sound a. moto~ 
boat makes. \ 
I 2 . I 
Teacher reads the 
poem. 
3. Teach the correct I 
formation of the ~ 
sound as stated i J 
I 
t he Teacher's SpeJ 
cific Objectives. 
SUBJECT IviATTEli 
7. This will be original 
with the children. 
4.. I-L~.ve t he cl'lild.ren reod the 
J)oem over again but this; 
time·· the. teacher reads the 
poem and the children join 
in on the putt-putt part. 
Have. them say these words 
very sloivly in the first 
stanza and gradually in-
··, 
' . 
crease in speed in the 1 
second..- Ill 
11 
Have- them make up some words: h 
I' 
· using just the final t. 
6.. N:ake up some sentences 
using the final t. 
II 
7. Make· up a story about a boat 11 
using as. many final 1 1 s as lj 
possible:. 
8 . Read the stories aloud and 
ask questions about them 
which must be, answered using 
complete. sentences and words 
containing final 1•· 
II 
II 
SUBJECT NATTER PROCEDURE 
~. Aslc class r Where was it 
that the boat went? 
Children reply, the 
boat \·Tent right up the 
river •. 
9·- 14cConathy and others 
THE 1--IDSIC HOUR, N. Y. 
Silver Burdett--p. 5 
9. Perh_aps they would en- il 
joy reading and singing 
the song ttTH.E FERRY 
BOATt'. 
"Dh tell me Hr. Ferry 
...., 
Boat '\AJhich v-ray -do you 
belong--Your front and 
back look just the same-- ' 
Is there no right nor 
wrong'? 11 
...., 
PROVISIONS FOR I NCORPORATING VOICE I N PREVIOUS LESSON 
1. Vocal Expressiveness achieved by varisnce in rate--the 
motor boat ·1.-18 r ming up slowly and :,: :-
then gaining full speed. 
1 - -~ ... 
_.._,.'"<'!;>'---
II 
2. Volume---------------as boat comee near, it becomes 
louder and when it goes further 
away the sound becomes fainter. 
3. Pitch--------------- This would be covered in the teach- j 
ing of the song "THE FERRY BOAT", 
already mentioned, which providee 
for quite a variety of pitch 
changes. 
4. Vocal Ease---------- Pretend that the motor of the boe.t 
is turned off and after speeding 
noisily around the lake it quietly 
a;nd lazily drifts toward its dock. 
OPPORTUNI '!.'IES FOR TEACHING OTEER SOUNDS: 
1. 1?. as in putt 
2 .• b as in boat, bay, back and belong . 
I 
l1 
ll 
~ "· ry 
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THE L SOUND 
I ·OBJECTIVES 
A. TEACHER' f~ GENEF.AL 
1. To teach the 1 sound. 
B. TEACHER'S SPECIFIC 
1. To teach the children that the 1 eound is made 
by placing the tongue on the gum ridge and 
forcing the breath out over the eidee of the 
t0ngue. 
2. Develop the awareness that the 1 is a vo1ced 
sound. 
3. To use the ! eound as made by horses' hoofs to 
illustrate anoth er means of transportation. 
C. CHILDREN'S 
1. To read a poem . 
2. To play a. game . 
3. To learn to say 1 clearly . 
SUBJECT MATTER 
A FARivlER WENT RIDING 
A farmer went trotting upon his gray mare, 
Bumpety, bumpety, bump. 
With his daughter behinc h im so rosy and fair, 
Lumpety, lumpety, lu~P 
A r!!l.ven cried "croak " and they all tumbled down 
Bumpety, Bumpety, bump. 
The mare broke her knees and the farmer hie crown, 
Lumpety, lumpety, lump. 
I 
I 
I 
li 
l 
II 
I 
I 
I 
I 
SUE.JF.CT MATTER PROCEDURE 
The mischievous raven flew l aughing away, 
Bumpety, oumpety, bump. 
And vowed he would eerve them the s ame 
the next day. 
Lumpety, lumpety, lump. 1. Read the poem first to 
1. They will probably eay: 
Eumpety, bUill];lety, bump and 
Lumpety, lumpety, lu~p. 
2 . The Lumpety eound. 
the ch ildren and aek 
them which part they 
likeoeet. 
2. Ask children which of 
3 . 
these two eounds a 
horse is most likely 
to meke. 
Tell childr en how to 
make a good 1 sound by 
pressing the tip of th 
tongue against the har 
pala te and letting the 
sound come out at the 
sides of the tongue. 
Then divide the childr 
into groupe. As the 
teacher reads the vers i , 
part of poem, children ~~ 
answer, "Lumpety, Lum- : 
pety, Lump." 
·II 
'\ 1 6~5 :-.... 
- ~-=--
SUBJECT HATTER PROCEDURE 
4. Tell children that since· 
they did that so nicely, 
perhaps · they vmuld like to 
learn a little limerick • 
. 4. Lippity, lop, lippety lop. 
6. 
Off we go and do not stop. 
11y old nag vJill never lag. 
Soon home we'll go \•iith a lippity lag. 
6. 
I'm going on a trip 
and I'm going to take some 
lemons. Children add differ-
ent 1 ~rmrd takring care to use 
Proceed as with other lesson 
I, 
' plans and introduce i'mrds in " 
the initial, medial and fi-
na.l positions. 
Play a game using these vrords . 
in sentences and in conver- I 
sational speech. J 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
them in the different positions. 
Use these I.·JOrds as. examples to 
be used in playing the game if 
SUBJECT I•1ATTER PROCEDURE 
not enough other ones are 
thought up by the children. 
' I I NI TIAL MEDI JI,L FIN.AL 
. lark yellovT skull 
lavT pillow annual 
learn jelly camel II 
loop William a\.vl II 
loud island 
lay lilly 
mile I 
.I nail 
lot rolled yell I 
lost pal I 
left ball 'I II 
· long 
lick 
fall I 
11 dull 
'I 
lamp f 0ul I 
.I 
lamb 
light 
m;Ue 
I pull I 
ladies roll 
loll ypop 
lullaby 
I 
~
PROVISIONS FOR INCORPORATING VOICE INTO PREVIOUS LESSON 
1. Rate--------The steady trotting of the horsets hoofs 
in a rytrunical pattern as the chorus is 
read each time. 
e. g. 11 bumpety, bumpety, bump 
.""lumpety, lumpe~y, lump." 
"" 2. Volume-----·The loud scream given by the raven in order 
to so frighten the horse. 
3. Pitch------The verse part of the poem could be read in 
a higher pitch. Perhaps t he girls could 
read only this part ·Nhile the refrain might 
be read by the boys deliberately having them 
read in a l ower pitched voice. 
Vocal Ease-- The dramati za tion of the carefree attitude , . . 
of each of the horses mentioned in the lesson 
plan •.. 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR 'l'bACHIIiTG 01'H~R SOUNDS: 
1. b------as in bumpety, bump , tumbled and broke 
2. Q------as in bumpety, bmap , l urQpety, lump, lippety, 
and lop 
I. 
I -1j ';l~J 
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TBE S SO'(J}.l]) 
I • OBJECTIVES 
A. TEACID.;R' S GE11ERAL 
1. To te~ch the ~ sound . 
B. TEACHER 'S SPECIFIC 
1. To get the children to mak e the e sound correct-
ly. 
2. To develop an awareness in the children t ha t 
the~ eound is made with the tongue placed 
behind t h e t eeth . 
3. To develop the children's ability to diecrim-
inate t he ~ sound from the ~ s ound. 
4. To use the dog sled , e. mode of transporta tion by 
some, and correlate t his means of conveyance 
with the s sound. 
C. CHI LDREN'S 
1. To read a story 
2. To say a poem 
SUBJECT Jl.[ATTER 
Men kept finding better ways to d o their work. After 
a while, t hey made ~omething much better t han a drag. It 
i s a sort of sled and is ca lled a ,!iledge. It is used in the 
f a r northern l ands where sno,N c ov ers everyth ing most of 
t h e year. 
The ~ledge is made ~o that it can be pulled ea sily. 
Dogs a re hitched to it. Sometimes a great many of t h em 
draw one ~ledge. Th e mast er pick~ his bravest and wisest 
dog to be the leader. The driver might get his dogs to 
move faster by saying SSSSsess. Many of these dogs know 
a great deal and learn to obey promptly. They e,re called 
E~kimo dogs. The E~kimo dog has to obey promptly. He 
has a co at of thick, w~trm fur. Th e E.§.kimo dog is .§.O .§_trong 
. that he can travel great di.§.ta.nces. When several of these 
dogs are hitch ed to a .§.ledge, they go very fa~t. They are 
used to draw food and mail, and sometimes to carry people. 
1 They can go where no other kind of ~mimal can. 
SUBJECT Wl.ATTER PROCEDURE 
1. Have the children 
1 
pretend they are calling one 
of these dogs and use the 
SSSSSSSSSSSSssssssss sound 2. Tell the children tha 
this sound is made by 
hiding the tongue 
behind the gums---
Petersham, M. The Story Book of Transnortati on_, Ch icago, 
Winston Cozy.pa.ny, 1943 
SUBJECT HATTER 
2~ Teacher may repeat the 
sound several times and 
have t~e children follow to 
get good ear training. 
3. Ask children to tell you 
which word did not belong 
in the group. Why? 
~. This is done for the devel-
PROCEDURE 
' . 
ang just blowing:~ 
3. Recite group of four 
words such ~s;: sill,, 
auch, zone, and so. 
~. Follow this procedure 
several times. 
II 
I 
opment of good auditory dis-
crimination bet·ween the _g and 
the ~ sounds. 
5. Read story in Child 
Story Readers, "Han's 
,... 
Best Friend in the North" ,1 
~ 
Lyons & Carnahan, Chicago,' 
I 
1942, p. 178 '• 
II 
SUBJECT HAT'rER PROCEDURE 
6. Provisions for conversa-
tional speech would exist 
when they retell the story 
in t heir mm \vords. They 
are bound to use such words 
as: 
6. sled, sledge, snow, Eskimo, 
Husky, this, bravest, master, etc. 
PROVISIONS FOR I HCOHPORAT ING VOI CE I NTO PREVIOUS LESSON 
Rate---------The speed at which the dogs travel 
Volume-------The Eskimo shouting to his dogs over the noise 
of a storm and t hen talking to them after they 
reach their destination in a soft, quiet voice 
to thank them for a job v.rell done. 
Pitch--------High pitched shouts of the driver. 
OPPORTUNI'r i ES FOR TEACHI NG OTHER SOUNIB 
.&------------as in others, goes, his, do gs, and has . 
/ 
1 ~-.,' 
_ _ l_ ..J.I-
..: 
TEE Z SOUND 
I OBJECTIVES 
A. TEACHER'S GENERAL 
1. To teach the z s ound . 
B. TR~CHER' S SPECIFIC 
1. To get the children to make the z ~ound 
correctly. 
2. To see that the z sound is made with the tongue 
placed behind the gums vrith a slight opening 
between the top of the tongue and the gums. The 
lip~ are drawn back slightly and the upper and 
lower front teeth touch lightly. This eound 
is distin~1ished from the s eound due to the 
vibra tion of the vocal cords in the former. 
3. To develop the children's ability to discrim-
inate the z sound from the s sound . 
4. To use the z sound as a sound made by t h e air-
plane, anoth er means of transportation. 
C. CHILDREN'S 
1. To lea rn a. poem . 
2. To sing a song about an airplane. 
3. To review the ~ sound. 
II. INTRODUCTION 
Since the children ha.vealready learned the~ eound, 
I will t ake the z sound for its similaritv to it. 
132 
S'tJBJ"ECT MATTER 
Zoom, zoom, zoom 
I 
~ II Hear the airplanes hum. Zoom, zoom, zoom 
I 
See how fast . they come. 
I 
II 2, ¢hildren say the z sound 
3. Children say the s sound. 
I 
\I 
I 
4. Var1ety of answers 
I 
5, Have the children do this. 
PROCEDURE 
1. The teacher will first ask I 
I 
the claes wha t sound an air~ 
plane mak es. After they 
have answered and all said l1 
zoom, t hen the teacher wili 
rea.d this poem. 
2. Ask the children what sound !! 
wa s heard most often in the 
poem. 
3. Now aek them what sound 
which they have already 
II learned does it sound like. 
4. Since it doee sound some-
thing like the s sound--
who can tell what makes it 
different? 
5. In the z sound just as in 
the s we uee the tongue hid j 
den behind the teeth vd th j, 
the teeth together. 
6. Now we blow junt as we do 
in the ~ sound, but the dif j 
I 
ference is, in the~ sound J 
~-
'I I 
I 
l t 
1 
I 
I 
If 
Su'13JECT 1v1A.TTER PROCED'LTRE 
we use our voice. Remember 
in the s sound we just blew 
or h~ssed? Well, here we 
actually want to mak e a 
sound come between the teet 
6. Have the children make 
the sound a few times. 
?. Now let'e mak e the ~ eound 
and eee if we can feel the 
difference. If we put our 
ha.nds on our throate it 
mi ght help us out. Does 
a,nyone notice t h e difference 
in the t hroa t wr.ten we s ay 
t h ese two sounds? 
7. Sho11l d s ay tha t they can 
feel the thro a t move very 
f a st.. 
a . tell them i t is ca l l ed 
VIBRATE. ( Th u s a new '.~~rord 
is furnlshed f or t heir 
vocabulary notebook s) 
8.Now let's all say t he poem 
t ogether. 
~-
1 
I 
I 
I 
~~ 
I 
I 
I 
i 
I 
I I. 
I 
I 
SUBJECT MATTER 
8. Tea ch er reads poem and 
children learn it by rote. 
9. zoo, zero, zig, zag, zebra 
zoom, zone, zebra , etc. 
10. Buzz, nose, bus, cars, has, 
because, does, boys, lemons , 
breeze, rise, close, use 
11. busy, cozy, as _, daisy, visit, 
lazy , cousin, reason, music, 
-- ==-=-~~==- -·~ 
PRO C:E:D1iRE 
9. Let's all think of some 
wo rds that have the z in 
the initial position. 
10. 'The ~ sound comes at the 
end of the word sometimes. 
Can you think of any worfie 
containing the final ~ : 
sound? They might be 
spelled with an~ but I 
p-erhaps we pronounce thef 
as a z sound. Give them ! 
t h e example: is. 
11. This is a bit harder, 
but who can think of 
some words that hB.ve the 
medial z sound in t h em. 
geyser, fuzzy, puzzle, drizzle. 
136 
SU:SJ:ECT MATTER FROCEDtJRE 
12. Let's write some short 
eentences using some 
12. Practice in using sound. wordl!l from ea,ch group. 
13. Now let's play a game. 
13. My father keeps a grocery 
store, and what do you 
think he sells? It ende 
with a _g: sound. "Does he 
sell apples?"--Do the same 
for the s sound. 
14.Sing "The Airplane" 
McConathy and others, 
The Music Hour, Silver 
Burdett Company, p. 12 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR INCORPORATING VOICE I NTO PREVIOUS LESSON 
-1. Rate---Read each "Zoom" a little faster to illustrate 
approaching planes. 
2 . Volume--Noiee airplane makes: "zoom, zoom, ZOOM" 
3. Pitch---The eong, "The Airplane" mintioned in lesson pl • 
PROVISIONS FOR TEACHING OTlffiR SOUNDS 
1. m-------as in hum, zoom and come. 
TEE CH SOUND 
OBJECTIVES 
A. TEACHER' S GElillRAL 
1. To teach the ch eound. 
TEACHER'S S PECIFIC 
1. To get the children to make the ch sound 
· correctly. 
2. To m ke the children aware that this sound is 
really made up of t wo separate sounds. 
3. To make them aware that the ch sound is made with 
the brea.th. 
4. To include still another sound by connecting 
the ch with another mode of transportation--
the train. 
J3 . CHILDREN ' S 
1. To hear some poems about a train 
2 . To play a game 
3. To write a etory 
SUBJECT MATTER PROCEDURE 
TF..J2; TRAIN 
"T-sh, t-sh, choo, choo, choo." 1. Read the first poem 
Sai.d t h e chugging little train about the train to the 
"T-eh, t-sh, choo, choo, choo children and ask t h em 
I am chugging in the rain." what sound the train 
makes. 
:I 
I 
I! 
II 
lj 
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SUB.TITICT JviATTER 
2. You know it is really made 
up of two separate sounds, 
t h e t sound and the sh sound. 
5. Teacher demonstrates. 
"Chee, chee chee," sand the 
chickadee. 
"Choo, choo, choo," said the 
train. 
The train went chug, chug up 
the track 
And the chickadee sang agaih. 
:PROCEDURE 
2. Now let'5 stop and see 
how we make the ch sound. 
(Like a sneeze) 
3. Let's all make the t 
sound. 
4. Now mak e the sh sound. 
5. By .saying these two sound 
fast, we get the ch sound 
6. Read the second poem. 
7. Let's ~~ll pretend that we 
a re engineers, and we wilil 
just ma..ke the ch ;:; ound. 
First we will start very 1 
slowly as a train does. 
I 
II 
!' ~ 
II 
II 
II 
I 
t t--
I 
II 
II 
II 
I 
l 
I 
II 
~ 
SUBJECT NA'rTER 
, ~as 
I 
- - --
PRO CEDURE 
when it is just pulling out of 
the station, then v.re ' 11 gradu-
ally get faster and f aster and 
faster until 11e are running 
along as fast as we can go . 
7. Teacher demonstra tes--
t hen t he clas s does i t • 
8 . Children do t his . 
9. A B c 
chmvder urchin latch 
choose pitcher touch 
chain catcher reach 
cheery peach 
chop pa tch 
chestnut such 
. 8 . Tea cher then sho\·TS t hem hqw to 
!, 
do this by making movements wi th 
her fe et to go along vli th t he 
s ound to give t he effect of t he ! 
tra in sound. ! 
' 
' I 
9. Play a word game- -Ask the chil- ; 
dren to give some words be gin- 1 
ning, ending , . and with the ch . I 
sotllld in t he mi ddle . 
I 
I 
II 
I 
I 
l 
,! 
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SUBJECT l,lll~TTER 
A B c 
-.¢hair much 
chiG.f lunch 
choose church 
chicken 
cheese 
child 
chose 
children 
chimney 
12. Children might like to 
sing: "She'll be Comin' 
"' Round the r·1ountain", and 
"I've been Working on the 
,..., 
Railroad." 
PROCEDURE 
10. After the list has been 
given, play a vmrd game such 
as: ur 'm thinking of a \'lOrd 
..... 
in column Au--Children must 
ans\·Ter, usi~g a corap1ete senJ j 
I, 
tence every time. 11 
11. Compose a story using some j! 
of the ,.,.ords and sentences 
made in #10, and t hen read II 
I 
it aloud and vJri te it. I 
ll 
,, 
r 
,l 
fr. 
,I 
,, 
I' 
.I 
II 
II 
II 
I 
\ 
I 
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I 
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PROVISIONS FOR INCORPORATING VOICE I NTO PREVI OUS L~S .C30N 
Pitch---Practice making sounds in both high and lovr 
pitched voice. 
e. g. 11T-sh, t-sh , choo, choo , chao 
Chee, chee , chee 
Choo , choo , choo 
Ra te---Pra ctice ch s ounds much the same as a train might 
s ound starting slowly and then get t ing faster. 
Volume-As tr ain comes near , it becomes louder and itJ"hen it 
goes further away t he sound becomes faint er. 
OPPORTUNI TIES FOR TEACHI NG OTHEH SOilliDS : 
1. t----as in t-sh, train 
. 2. sh---as in t-sh, she 
I 
I. 
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CORRELAT I ON \VITH OTHER SUBJECTS 
Reading 
A. Let's Look Armmd - 32 
-
Nev.r York, lYia cHillan ·Company, 194-2 
1. "The Timid Truck", pp . 327-336 
ARTI CULATI ON: t k o- and th 
_, _, ~' -·· 
VOICE: Volume, Ra te and Voc al Expressiveness 
2. "Playing Airplane", pp . 34o-361 
~ ~ 
ARTICULATION: th, .I?., 1 and .£.• 
VOICE: Vocal Ease and Rate •. 
3. "A Famous Flight", p. 364--374 
1\,.RTICULA'fiON: f, 1 and E. 
VOICE: Rate and Pitch 
B. Times ·and Places- Basic Reader 4-
Chicago, Scott, Foresman and Company, 19LI-2 
1. "Return of the Puddle Duck", pp . 8-15 
ART ICULATION: Q, and ~ 
VOICE: Rate, Volume,Vocal Expressiveness 
II 
"1 1-1-> \ ~- ··- .d 
L--
II 
' 
2 •. "The Long Journey in the Covered Wagon", pp. 58-66i· 
3. 
ARTICULAT I ON: f, and X. 
VOICE: Rate, Vocal Ease and Volume 
"Steam Comes Upriver", pp . 106-114 
'"' ~ f...RTICULAT I ON: v and ,.,h 
VOICE: Volume 
I 
I. 
I 
II 
II 
- ~ 
'I 
I; 
I 
I 
c. Child Sto.n: Readers - 4-2 
Chicago, Lyons and Carnahan Company, 194-2 · 
1. uThe First Boat", pp. 150-154-
.lUtTICTJLATION: ch and j 
VOICE: Rate and Volume 
2. ''Early Flying", .. PP • 157-159 
"' "' lillTICULATI ON: n, n£. and 1 
VOICE: Rate (Phrasing) 
3. "Indi<:m Canoes", pp . 151-157 
ART ICULATION: .&. and ch 
VOICE: Rate 
4-. ''Hm,.,r Two Ideas Hade the Railroad", p p . 168-174 
""" ARTICULAT I ON: ,t, tqand wh 
VOICE: Rate 
5. "Elevated Trains"·, pp . 183-186 
6. 
""' ARTICULATION : .§. 
VOICE: Rate and Pitch 
nsubway Trains 11 ' pp . 187-191 
ARTICULAT I ON: F and ill 
VOICE: Rate and Volume 
"The First Hen to Fly Around the Worl lft", 
..,197 
ARTICULATI ON: l . and ~. 
VOICE: Rate 
I 
II 
.I 
li 
'I II 
I/ 
I' 
I' 
jl 
I 
I' 
----- --=- =========-==-~--=- ·-- - -====== 
8. "A City of the Ocean", pp. 199-202 
"' F~TICULATION: ~, sh, and li• 
VOICE : Rate 
c. Prose and Poetry - 51 
Neiv York, L. W. Singer Company, 1930 
1. "Grace Darling'', pp . 20-22 
ART ICULA'l' ION: 1 
VOICE: Volume 
2. ''The Horse Fair"·, pp . 219-223 
.ARTICULATION: !,, §., ~' and vJh 
VOICE: Pitch 
3. nThe Enchanted Horse '', pp. 339-351 
ARTICULAT I ON: ~ and ~ 
VOICE: Rate 
II. Poetry 
The Poetry Book 
Chicago, Rand, NcNally end Company, 1926 
1. uThe RunavJay", Robert Frost, p. 52 
2. 
""' ... 
ARTICULATION: l 
VOICE: Voc al Expressiveness 
"The Bronc that \vouldn't Bust", Unknovm. pp . 97-98 
ARTICULAT I ON : k and b 
VOICE: Pitch and Rate 
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III. Husic 
Songs of l"Iany Lands 
Boston, Ginn and Company , 1943 
1. "If I Had Wings", p. 12 
AHTICULAT ION: ~:r m, g, ng, .§. and ~ 
VOICE: rate 
2. "Little Ship", p. 78 
"" ARTICULAT I ON : sh 
VOICE: Rate (Duration of Tone) 
3. "Riding through the Snowu, p. 80 
J.I..RTICULATION: !.. and ng 
VOICE: Volume and Pitch 
4-. "Hiking Song 11 , p. 81 
P..RTICULATION: h, !1 and ng 
VOICE: Volume and rate 
5. "Slmtingt', pp. 126-127 
Al~T ICULAr iON: ~ 
VOICE: Pitch, r ate 
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FURTHER COfu\ELa £I ON 
IV. Art-------Activities 
1. Drawing a border on a bl ackboard portraying the 
evolution of transportation. A different child 
shou~d be r es ponsibl e for telling how at least one 
speech skill was used in ea ch of the illustr ations. 
2. Sketching , painting or crayoning of perhaps a boat 
on t he briny · sea, or a train traveling along , etc. 
Each child must tell about his picture ivhile t he 
class is on t he alert for mistakes in c:n• ticulation 
and poor voi ce usage. 
3. Picture study. Here ·VTould be a general informal 
speech activity wherein t he vlhole class participates 
freely in the discussion of any picture assigned to 
the f ourth gr ade for study vrr~ich especially might 
be correlat ed with transportation. 
V. Language 
1. Writing of book reports on some phase of transporta-
tion 1.·ri th each child responsible for oral deli very 
of his m.m. 
2. \'lord games \<Therein a child must build as many vrords 
I 
I 
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of a given sound a s possible in an allotd..ed ,_, tim~. Hav;~ 
the one vd. th t he most vmrds read ivhile clas s listens ·· 
f or mistakes of choice. eg. for an .§. vmrd, child 
mi ght use has which is ~ sound. · 
'I II 
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3 . Have children compos e their own short playlet. 
This playlet would be on transp ortation and child-
ren would b e instructed to purposely include as 
many sounds a s poseible that they have already 
etudied such as wh, th, 12.· etc. 
4. Use toy telephones to demonstrate correct tele-
phone procedure and the necessity for usjng correct 
articulation and pleasing voice. These conver.-
sations would all be about some phase of trans-
portat1on. 
VI. So~ial Studies 
1. This area might b e a s ource of many individual 
lesson ple,ns since the whole unit is based on 
this subject. 
VII • Spelling 
1. The children would b e held responei ble for any new 
words which presented themselves in the unit. 
eg. Train, afraid, airplanes, noisy, lesson etc. 
2. A story would be presented with the new words 
using one particular sound_ to an exc ess ae ~ would 
be used in the follovrlng example: 
Mother and Father took Sam and Sally to see 
some airplanes. Both children remembered having 
read something about them in a reading lesson. 
- an~ "_~:l::t t:f:h:h:i:::::. at the noiey station _j_ 
I 
I 
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SIDiHARY AND SUGGESTIONS 
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CHAPTER V 
SUI\OORY A11J) SUGGESTIONS 
This course of study has by no means made a thorough 
. I 
coverage of all the avenues f ·or speech improvement that 
I 
would be open to the average fourth grade teacher. Therefore~ 
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in order that she gain a more broad background, it would be 
advisable t hat she follow the procedure mentioned below: 
1. Consult several courses of study other than those 
mentioned here. 
2. Supplement t his study with additional material of 
her own that would better fit the needs of her par-
ticular group of -ch ildren. 
3. Investigate this study carefully to determine the 
strengths and weaknesses of the same . 
4. Consult other authorities in the field for any more 
recent contributions made. 
5. Provide fo-r-a follow-up study to be carried on 
through the elementary school by enl·isting the aid 
of t h e other intermediate grade teacher:a. 
This course of study might s erve as a stimulus for the 
adoption of an integrated speech :program in the city of 
Malden, W~ssachusette. 
A well equipped reference library sh ould be provided 
1.48-
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where the teacherf! could go to learn more about speech 
and hence how to deal with its deviations as well as 
possible. 
Some sort of a speech program shoul d. be ·devised for 
the :primary grades, perhaps using this study as a. · basis, 
for in order to develop a good s p eech backgr ound, training 
must start in the lower grades. 
Using control and experimental groups, this suggested 
course o-r study . should be tTied out, testing before and after I 
I 
a year's work in speech impr-oTement. ThiS latter suggestio• 
is a eugs estion for further st~dy. 
I 
r 
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